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PREFACE 

Photon - &tom i~teractions of gamma rays in matter have 

been studied for a long time end in recent years there have beeD 

new theoretical calculations for ·several elementary s·catterimg 

processes. The coherent el•stic scattering of X-r&ys and low

energy gamma rays by bound atomic eiectrons (call~d the Rayleigh 

scattering) in the vicir1ity ·of photoe·lectr-ic absorption edges 

of various scatterer elements is a.~ubject of current interest. 

For gamma ray energies below 100 keV, Rayleigh scatteriag is the 

. only significant elastic scattering process. The problem i:a 

predicting Rayl~igh scattering cross sections below photo• 

energies of 100 kev comcerms the rapid variation near the K-shell 

photeio~ization thresholds, commonly identified aS the anomalous 

scattering. Recent interesting theroetical work relevant to the 

description of anomalous scattering of photoms from atoms, at 

energies mear regions of atomic excitation and ionizatiom, iaclude 

calculati·oas--ef. ( i) Rayleigh scattering. arnpli tudes in the i:radepeR-

dent particle approximation based on second order quantum electro-

' 
dynarr·ic s - matrix formalism (ii) anomalous dispersion corrections 

to forward Rayleigh SCattering amplitude by Creagh aRd McAuley. 

we have attempted a verificatioa of these calculations usi•g a~w 

measurements of differeRtial scattering cross sections at small 

and large angles at the photoa energy of 59.54 keV. 
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The work presented in this thesis addresses to what 

extent the results of aew the.oretic-.1 c•lcula.tions of el•stic 

photo•-atom sc-.ttering compare with those formerly ia use (aamely, 

the v•rious fonn factor formul•tioas) •nd how theoretic~! pre-

dictions compare with rece~t experimeats in the photoa energy 
'• -' ' '' ' '' o • •--•••• •- o ' I 

r•nge for which anom-.lous sc•tteriAg is observed. 

A aumber of low-energy photo:a - •tom collisioa expe.rime:ats 

have been made in recent ye-.rs to determine the el-.stic sc•tteri•g 

cross sectioas •nd their -.ngular vari-.tioa using •dvanced 

detection cap-.bilities. we have me•sured the •ngul•r distributioD 

of the R-.yleigh scattered photoas off the targ::.:t •toms ramging. 

in atomic ·number from Z = 29 to z = 82 for the 59.54 keV garnm-. 

0 0 r•ys -.t the scattering angles 5 - 165 (momentum transfer· range 

o. 01 - o. 23 me) •. The results •re presented, •long with the 

results of other IT!Ore recent experimeuts and the latest theore-

tical calculations, iR such • way -.s to exhibit the degree to 

which various calculations show unity in their predictions with 

the relatively, -.ccur•te experimental data. such an evaluatioR is 

judged to be useful in view of the fact that it reveals the 

trend of behaviour of the cross sectioa data as the incident 

photon energy crosses the·K- shell photoionization.thresholds 

of the scattering atomic system. 

The investigation reported in the .. thesis is ce:atered 

•round: 
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(i) a critical survey of the existing theories of atomic elastic 

scattering of x-r•y and low-energy gamma ray photons; (ii) .a 

evaluation of the utility of dispersion corrections (also called 

target atoms; and 

(iii) a critical tmalysis of the. mew results together with 

some other recent results of elastic scattering measuremeJlts ia 

terms of the avail~le predictioas of the~ry. 

After a careful scrutiny of the status of all available 

theoretical predictions of Rayleigh. sciltteri:ag ia.relation to 

each other, .nd·with experimental dii.te, the following tre~ds were 

noted. 

1. For incident photon energies (E) far ebove the K-edges 

~Ek) of target •toms, the theoretical predictions based 

on the s-m~trix calculations of Kissel-Pratt-Roy (KPR)· 

aJld various form f·actor formulations appear to be ia close 

agreement. The measured elastic scattering cross sectioas 

are generally in reasonable accord with the predictions 

of theory.· 

2. At photon energies with E/Ek greater than 1 and in the 

range of moderate to high momentum transf~r, the experimental 
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results show better •greerrent with theery. 

3. A systematic dep•rture from agreerr.ent with theory is 

•pp•rent at the sm•llest •ngles of sc•ttering (i.e. low 

momentum tr~sfer). This·is particul•rly so for photon 

energies with E/Ek less than 1. 

4. In general, the experiment•! d•ta overwhelmimgly support 

the secoad order perturb•tion c•lculatioas of KPR and 

•re smaller.than the rel•tivistic form f•ctor c•lcul•-

tions (RFF) showing better ~greerreRt with modified 

relativistic form f•ctor (MRFF) predi,ctions. 

5. There are scattered deviation between available expe~i-

mental .data and state-of-the-art s-matrix calculatioas 

of KPR ne•r K-shell thresholds Qf •toms. But these 

deviations do not involve any evident systematic trend. 

Further wcrk, both on theory and experiment, will be 

needed. 

The results obtained from the experiments performed 

in course of the investigation were published in journals unQ.er 

the following references. 

1. Sm~ll angle sc•ttering of photoas •t low energies. 

C•n. J. Phys. 66, 987 (1988)'. 
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2. Study of anon •lous dispersion in elastic sc-.ttering 

of 59.5 keV photons at K-absorption edges of target 

e lerr.ents. 

J. of Phys. B : At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 22, 1175 (1989). 

3. Lower energy photon cross sections ae•r atomic shell 

edges. 

Cen. J. of Phys. 68, 244 (1990). 

4. Experiment-.1 results on low energy photon-atom scattering 

.. and .. ~L~.~itical -.n.aly~i~ of the dat-. in the vicinity .of 

K-absorption edges. 

Phys. Rev. A, 41, 5869 (1990). 

Public-.tions 1 - 4 listed -.bove •re •ppended to the 

thesis in support of the candidature and •lso to serve •s re-.dy 

reference. In fact, •11 the results have been discussed ia 

greater detail in the thesis in their fiaal form. 

The present investigation has been • collabor•tive 

ve:ature·. The il.uthor, on his part, has -.cti vely participated. 

in the setting up of the experiments, day to day maintenance, 

and recording of the data. The an•lysis of the data and the 

interpretations are the author's coatribution. 
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CHAPTER - 1 

INTRODUCTION - - - - - - -··- - - -

The p&ss•ge of electromagnetic r•diation (X-r•ys ilild 

gamna rays} through matter is char•cterized by the exponenti•l 

law of attenuation. The processes resulting in •ttenuatioB •re 

•) elastic scatterin-g 

b) Conptc.n sc•ttering 

c) photoelectric effect 

d) pair production for photon energies above 1 MeV 

In the elastic scattering proce~s the direction ,of the iacideat 

photon is •ltered with no change in energy. Four differeRt . 

types of elastic scattering processes contribute to the total 

elastic sc•ttering of g•mma r•ys. They •re the nucle•r resonance 

sc•tteri:rag (N), Delbruck sc•tteriRg (D), nucle•r Thomsoa 

sc•ttering (T)- and R•yleigh sc•ttering (R). The four processes 

occur coherently wit~ e•ch other. This me•ns th•t if the •temic 

elastic sc•ttering is described in terms of • differenti.I. 

sc•ttering cress sectiem 

ct6" ef. 

otJ2 
-- ~A\ 2 

then the el•stic: sc•tteririg amplitude A must be obtained •s 

• combination : 
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Of the elastic scattering processes, Rayleigh scattering is by 

far the most important cmd dorrinates other elastic processes 

in the photom energy range of few keVs to tens of keVs. It 

take-s -place--fr:om the atomic. bound electrons. provioed tl;lat the.. .. 

electrons do not receive sufficient energy to eject them from 
'. 

the atom. The essential feature of Rayleigh scattering is that 

the internal energy of the atom remaiBs unaltered in the iaterac-

tion. The momeatum amd polarization of the atom may be modified 

during the process. The cross section of the process is given 

by the square of the modulus of the scattering amplitude AR . . 

c£.6" 
R lAP-\ 2 

clQ· 

While using the 4iiT1plitude to calculate the differential cross 

section, the photon polarization is taken into account. For 

linearly polarized photons, these a.npli tudes are .expressed as 

components (A~ ) parallel and (A~ ) perpendicular to the plane 

of scattering. The unpolarized cross section (in units of bar.ms/ 

-24 2 sr, lb = 10 . em ) results from summing over final photon 

pola.riza.tioas and averaging over initial photon polarizations 

as : 

ci ()\-R 1 (l~d~ \ 
R \~) - + A~ 

ctJ2. 2 

For scattering of lew-energy photons, effects of electrom 

binding are crucial. It is particularly of interest to carry out 
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investigations at photc11 energies of the order of electron 
' 

binding energies. The region b~low photon energies o~ about 

100 keV had been of coasiderable theoretical uncertainty in 

the past due to the proxinity of.the photoelectric absorption. 

' 
edges. In recent years considerable developments have takeR 

place in the field of elastic.scattering of photons of atoms. 

Very accurate results have been obtained through the use of 

fast computers in theoreticcl cclculations. On the experiment.r 

front, the availability of high re.solution solid state detectors 

has made it possible to make more detailed studies of g&mrna · 

spectra than is vossible with a co:ave.ntional. Nai spectrometer. 

All these have contributed to significant reduction in uncert~:a.

ties. While generally satis~actory agreement has been achieved 

with experimental studies of X-ray end g~a ray scattering 

from atoms representing an improvement upoa previous theoretical 

.calculations, the understanding of the dramatic effects of the 

anomalous scattering region near atomic inner-shell edges is 

far from ccmplete. In the regions within seve~al hundred 

electron volts of the edges, precise cross section data are at 

present dependent on experiffiental measuremeDts. 

The present thesis is based on the work dcne by the 

author in the field of photon interactions in matter ~d 

pertains. mainly to the coherent (elastic) scattering of ph~tons 

below 100 keV with particular emphasis on the cnomalous disper-

sion effects en the cross sections at energies near {both above 

.. 
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-.nd bel0w) K-absorption edges. of. t•rget •toms. 

In gener-.1, the effects of inter-.ction of Q-.mma r-.ys 

in matter are stucied in two ways: 

i) attenuation experiments in which the mumber of 

. ·photons tra.nsmi tted .. through .r>sorb,ers of different 

thicknesses ·is deterrr~ined; iUld 

ii) photon-·atorr, collision experiments in· which the 

energy of .the tr•msmi tted radi-.tion is analyse,d, 
' ... 

and the frilctioncal number of photcns scattered· 

coherently (or incoherently ) •t • given angle 

is me-.sured. 

The experiment cal .results presented in the thesis were obtuned 

from three sep-.r-.te experiments. They •re 

1. A narrow be-.m .-.ttenu.ation experiment on the 1 good 

geometry• •rra.ngeme:nt using e. Nai detector. 

2. A smiill angle sc-.ttering exper_irnent for the measurement 

of cross sections ef unresolved total {coherent + 

incoherent) sccattering· in the momentum triil'lsfer r-.nge 
I . . 

0.012 - 0.036 me using sha.aew cone type of geometry 

ana • Nai detector. 

3. A la_rge angle sc~ttering ~xpel?'~ment for the measurement 

of elastic sccattering cr€>ss sectiom in the mome'ntum 

·tra1.nsfer range 0.0116-0.231 me using~ plane 

scatterer transmission geometry and a high resolutio:ra 

intrinsic germ.nium detector. 
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The investfgation was Cii.rried out using in all cases 

gemma ray photons of energy 43 . .:nd 59. 5 keV emitted by -the. 

radioactive 241 Am source~ The ain: was to try an evQluation of 

the rigorous validity of new calculations as well as the com

ventional form factor theories in the light of experimental 

data obtained by the author tqgether with the other accurate 

low photcn energy measurements performed in recent years • 

. The topical organization of the thesis is as described 

in the following. 

In Chapter 2, we begin with a brief outline af the bcsic 

·theoreticii.l frcunework for the treatment of photon-atom interil.c

tion. A sunma.ry :cf · th~. cie~loprneRts ·in the theory of the atomic 

elastic photon scattering from bo~d electrons (Rayleigh 
< 

sc«tteri:ng) is given. Three other elastic scattering processes 

occur coherently with Rayleigh scattering. The~e _processes are 

not treated as they make ver.y small contribution to the totil.l 

elastic· sc•ttering in the range of photon energies involved 

( < 100 keV). The development in t-:he calculation of Rayleigh 

scattering arrplitudes from the .non-relativistic domain of 

morr.entum transfer in the Thomas - Fermi model of the atom to 

the relativistic Dirac-Slater and Hartree - Fock models by usiag 

various ·for·m· factor approaches and the. numerical s-.mu..trix 

elemf:nt perturbative approach is discus;:;ed. An intercomparison 

of theories is made by presenting theoretical cross sections 
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241 for the elcstic scattering of Am gamma rays by various 

targets. These cross sections have 'been computed using noa

relmtivistic. form factor {N.RFFJ, relativistic form factor (RFF), . : . . .. . 

and modified relativistic form factor (MRFF) values re•cily 

obtainable from the available til.bulations1- 3• Numeric•l s-matrix 

results were obtained· from the t·.il.bles of cross sections coll'!Piled 

by Kane et -.14• 

The neecl ·and usefullaess of the dispersion corrections 

· to the .Ra~leigh scattering amplitudes at photo:m energies ne-.r 

-.bsorption edges of target atoms is discussed in Chapter 3. The 

method of using the dispersion integral (Kril.IJlers-:Kronig reliltio:a) 

to .. g.et .. f.arw..ard scattering .. correction. t~rms .. :!=~orr the. photoelec:t.ri:~ 

cross section data. is briefly outlined. Also presented are the 

results of our Rayleigh scattering calculations'at different 

angles of target atoms ranging in atomic numl::er from z = 42 to 

z = 73 at the photon energy of 59.54 keV using anomalous scatter

ing facto.rs f 1 and f 11 calculilte·d recently by Creagh and McAuley5 • 

A comparison with the numerical:· S-rnutrix predictions of Kis.sel -

Pratt imd Roy (KPR) is attempted. 

In Chapter 4 we describe. the. experimental •rrcngement 
. ~ 

and the method for me.ilsuring· the total photon-atom interaction 

cross sections and the wh9.le atom differential elastic scatter

ing cross sections at. small an~ large angles. The' results 0btained 

frorr the measurements are presented together with the errors 

estirrated and corrections employed. 
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Finally, in chapter 5, the results of the present set 

of measurements in conjunction with the results of other recent 

measurements are corr:pared with ·the various theoretical calcula

tions of Rayleigh scattering so as to reveal the trend of 

behaviour.of the predictions of the theory. We also surrmarise 

the main aspects of the results which we have found most important 

when- -prepar-ing- the thesis •.. 

The present work was carried out under the Faculty 

Improvement Prograrmne of the University Grants Cornmission, India 

during the period 1987-90. 



CHAPI'ER 2 

THEORIES OF PHOI'CN - ATOM ELASTIC SCATTERING 

Elastic scattering is only one of a variety of processes 

by which photons· can interact with matter. The theory of the 

electromagnetic interaction, in general, between garrma quanta. 

ano the atom is, called quantun. electrodynamics. Quantum electro-

dynan:ic calculation methods have been successfully used for the 

corr:putation of. practically important processes of interaction 

between photon_s and the atoms. 

2.1 Theoretical framework : . 

For an exact and complete description. of th~ interaction 

of electromiilgnetic ·radiation with matter, both the radiation 

field and the atom should be treated quantum mechanically. But 

it is not possible to solve this problem exactly. A seni

classical treatment is therefore used in which the radiation 

field is tre'ated classica~ly and the ;atom is treated quantum 

mechanically. The atom and the radiation may be. donsidered as 

compos . .in.g ·-~- ... $,ingle systen~ .•. TJ:le Hcm1il toni em of this system ccm 
. . . .. . . .. .. . . . ... 

be written down and the usual quantum mechanical _treatment 

applied to it. ·The theory of the photon-atom inter~ction then 

requires findin·g solutions to the Sc:hrodinger equation 

H1' 
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in the vector potential of the electromagnetic field. 

Even in this semi-classical frarrework, it is not possible 

to solve the problem of atorr~fielo interaction exactly. Most of 

the treatments are therefore based on the perturbation theory • 

. In it, it is assumed that the initi•l state of the atom is not 

much changed due to the interaction with radiation. The field 

due to the incident radiation is treated as • perturb~tion of 

the· atomic ·fi:elc and the resulting perturbati·on of the atomic···· ·· 

wave function is calculated. The determination of the perturbed 

wave function involves calculation of the quantities called the 

matrix elerr.ents of the perturbing field. 

The electromagnetic interaction between the incic.ent 

photon •nd the target atom is described by the 11 perturl:>ed11 

Harr.il toniaB 

I-\ 1 (P et)~ u 1-\T - ~ -t- + 

- (2 u) 
--l> ~ e2 2 

+ I-I r - e p·A A 
2m 

..;- me ,_ Z m.c2-

1-i~tom + Hr -t YctLt --

1-1 + Vrn.t 0 
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where H is the Ha.rniltonian operctor of the atom, H'( is a.tom 

the Hamiltonian of the radiation, A is the operctor of the 

vector potential of the radiation field, H
0 

is the unperturbed 
. . 

Han;iltonia.n, and v int is the- iR_tera.ction Hamil toni~ which plcys 

the role of perturbation. We find that 

-~~t 
e _,. -~ d p A e - ,__ - • -t-- z rn,e,:2 ~(! 

-, 

-
' ·" 

While the first tenn on· the right hand s"ide corre~pon9s to the 

processes of absorption (or emission), the second · te~rin le.a.ps 

.. ---to~tne -pi:-ocesses called scattering. Atomic elastic. (Rayleigh) 

scattering is thus fundamentally il second order quanturr: electro-

dyna.n·ic process. 

'· 
2.2 Simplistic form factor approach to Rayleigh scattering : 

Earliest calculations of Rayleigh scattering (the atomic 

elastic scattering. from bound electrons) were carried out under 

the form factor approximation in which the binding ·energy of 

the electrons in the· atorr· is neglected. In this method, the 

classical theory of scattering· of X-rays by e'lectrons is used 

as a basis for the calculations. The following simplifying 

6 assumptions are made : 

1. Each electron is so loosely bound that it scatters 

according to the Thomson free-electron scattering· 

formulil. 

. .. : \'" 
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2. The scattered cmplitude due to • given •torr-is'f' 

times that due to a si-ngle free electron under 

identical conditions. The.number f is called the atomic 

form factor or the atomic sc~ttering f•ctor of the •tom. 

The Thomson formula for the differenti•l cross section of 

unpolarized radiation through an angle e is. 

=( 
2 2 ~ ~ 

e ) 1+ Cos e _! "'f1 /A .r .. ~:l) 
Y'fv ~ :2 f2 - 2 o ~.L+ wS ~ • • • {2 .1) 

where r = e 2/mc2 = 2.82 x 1o-13 em is the cl•ssical electrom 
0 

radius. The corresponding scattering amplitudes polarized 

parallel and perpendicular to the scattering plane respectively 

are 

- --r.. Cos e 0 

"to 

The form factor description of the Rayleigh 

errplcys the formulas . . 

dt~ 
R d., ~lh I :r (<Jt) I ctJ2 dS2 

••• (2.2) 

7-9 scattering 

2 
••• { 2. 3) 



·R 
A_L 
AR-

· ·· · · .. · · ---..... II 

fo 1 (cy~ 
to f (cy) Cos e 

;{: ( "k{ - Ks- ) 
4 k 2 S irv2 e 

~ 

I i< L I =: I "K rl 

12 

... {2.1) 

where -f,cy. is the magnitude of the momentum transfer to the atom 

during scattering of a photon of momentum -f' ki. into a photon of 

momentum ~ k.f. The ~tomic form factor is defined by the equation 

J r cy;) ••• (2-. 6) 

where fcv;) is the electron number density in the atom at ~ and 

the integration extends over the atomic volume. It is obvious 

that in case of forward angle scattering {e= 0) q is zero and 
~ 3 . Jco) :: J rc:yo) d. f approaches the a.torr:ic number z if the atom is neutrill 

Further, if the distribution of electrons within the atom is 

e (~) depe .... ds only on the assumed to be ·Spherically symmetric, , -

magnitude r and we obtciD 

• • • (2. 7) 
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with e('t') .satisfying the conditio:n 

4 If r p (Y') l' 2 Jr = 1 

From the point of view of quantUIT\ nechanics, the 

cclculation of coherent scattering of r•di-.tion from electrons 

was first carried· cut by wentzel
1 0 and by waller11 • The results 

obtained were f·ound to be. identical with form f•ctor expressions 
. 2 

provided e(•) waS put equal to I 'J', I where "!' .... is ze atomic wave 

function in the stilte _n. In. principle ecfl) = I in. I can be 

calculated for an ·&tom .of. eiich elenent and can be used to 

calculate _the form factor •. ·Practical_ly, however, Schrodinger 
. . 

equation is. n·ot exactly solvable for many electron atoms and 
. ' ' I I 

approximate methods have to be adopted to determine 'fh. • The 

starting point of all -.pproxirnate calculations on many electron 

atoms is the •central field -.pproximation•. The basic idea is 

that ea~h of the atomic. electrons moves -~n an effectively 

spherically syrrmetric potential V(r) created by the nucleus am.d 

all the other electrohs. The problem is then to determine V(r) • 

This problem is analysed by' using two _approaches. For complex 

atoms V(r) can be deternined by the statistical method of Thomas -

Fermi (TF) 12- 13 which is valid for heavy atoms; or for any· a_tom, 

14 and more_ accurately, ·by the self consistent Hartree ~heory. 

Further improven:.ent is obtained when exchange is included by 

the use of Thomas-Fermi-Dirac (TFD) 15 or. Hartree-Fock-Slater· 

{I-rE'S) 16- 18 theory. Considerable effort has been devoted for 
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obtaining the best atomic form factors, the emphasis being give:m. 

to the use of appropriate wave functions. 

While a non-relativistic derivation of the form factor 

method is ofte~. given, the ~plitude ilild cross sectio:n formulas 

may also be derived· within a relativistic frernework. This is not 

unlikely since the basic approximation is a high energy approxi

mation. In the latter case the charge density e(r) corresponds. to 

one contributea by the relativistic bound state wave functions. 

Two excellent tabulations of the.form factors calculated for'the 

elements of the entire periodic tcble •d. for a wide rilllge of 

momentum transfer are readily available. These are : 

1. The non-relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of 
. 1 

· Cromer and Mann compiled by Hubbel~ et al 

2. The relativistic Hartree-Fock calculations by Doyle, 

Turner, .Cromer, Weber a.md ¢verb¢ compiled by Hubbell 
' ~ . 

. · '2. 
and .¢verb¢. • ·· 

The derivation of.the bil.sic.formula 

of the form factor formalism neglects the binding energies of 

electrons in atoms and treats them as classical Thomson·electroas. 

-..·•,.r 
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.. 7-8 
Franz , in his desc.ription of the relativistic fonn.f-.ctor, had 

suggested the use of a modified· fern: f-.ctor by wri ti&g 

~R ~ cL 6..T. I ca I Q 
. -~- ..... ot .J2., c! S2. . . 

a-Jt*'f ••• (2.8) 

where E is the rel-.tivi~tic tot•l energy of the·boumd electroa 

and V(r) is the central potential at the position r. 

While the f form factor results -.re ~xpected to be 

accurate at high photon energies, an error of the order of l ~2 

actually remains at all energies, ct. being the fine structure 

coJtstant (=1/137). The g form factor approac·h tends to correct 

this O(lr~.:1) error. A tabulation of the· modified relativistic form 
.· 3 

factors (MRFF) has been given by Schaupp et al • 

2. 3 Second order s-rr.atrix elemellt perturbative approach : 

The · 1 exact• calculations of Raylei·gh scattering should 

require the use of bound electron propagator if electron binding 

effects -.re to be accurately accounted for. Considerable theore

tical effort has go:ne i:nto developing • method of such a calculc-

tion since th~ noid 1950's. The .second. order perturbation method 

for the calculction of Rayleigh scatter.ing was developed by 

107313. 

r ·~r 3 Jf\N \g9'2 
. ~· . 
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1.9-22 . Brown and ce-vrorkers , • Th~s earlier treatment err;ployed the 

Fury bound intero.ction represent-.tion to ev•luate the secomd 

order s-matrix element -.nd made use of the Dir•c Coulomb wave 

functions to describe the atorr,ic electrons. The· method ,was 

applied to c;:alcule.te 

0.32, ·0.64, 1.28 and 

the scattering _of g~a r-.ys.of energy 

2 
2.56 me by the K-shell electrons of mercury. 

These calculations demonstrated ·the applicability of the theGry. 

Owing to the enormous computing efforts involved, calculatioas 

were. restricted to the evaluation of K-shell only. Cornille and 

. 23 2 
Chapdelaine later extenrJed tht:· evaluation to 5.12 me energy. 

24-26 
In the next stcge of development, Johnson· and co-vrorkers 

improved the Brown.et •l's f~rmalism with the aid of certain 

modifications. Instead of Coulomb wave functions, more realistic-

Lirac-Hartree-Fock-Sl-.ter (DHFS) wave functions were used and 

L- and M- she'll anplitu6es were '?alculcted together with th~ 
·. 26 . . . . 

K-shell amplitudes. Liu, Cheng and Johnso:a also. included .· 

higher order electron-electron correlation contributions •rising 

from the fourth order s-rr.atrix which had been neglected in the 

previous work. Johnson and Cheng24 used these irrprovements to 

calculate the R•yleigh ~plitudes for photom energies 100-90Q 

keV .bY' relatively heavy elements in the range of Z = 3.0.- · 82 • 
.. ... .. .. 

OVerall discrepancies between theory a.no exp·eriment were now of 

the order of 10'/o. 
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"" 
Major advances have occurred· in recent yea.~s with the 

advent of modern fast compute~s. Computational developments 

have significantly-" improyed the the?retical description of photon 

interaction with -~tOJTi. In a COmprehensive theoretical study Of 

the Rayleigh-' sc~ttering, Pr&tt 'and co-workers27 improved upon 

"the previous inves:tigations in a 'nulT'ber of ways. They have per-

formed calculations for the scattering of photons of energies 

100 eV - 10 MeV by K-, L-, M- and N-shells of a'toms of v«rious 

elements upto uranium. 

Kissel and Pratt developed a relativistic second order 

S-n-atrix-code-" ·for the "calculation Rayleigh -sc«ttering in indepen ... 

dent particle approxirration. :CHFS type self-consistent potenti&ls 

are used. The ato~· is represented by non-interac'ting electrons 

bouncl in a screened central potential V(r) resulting frorr. the 

charge distribution of the nucleus and the atorr ic electrons. 

Stil.rting wi t."l the second order s-matrix element of the quil.ntum 

e lectrodynan~ic interaction _of tl)e bound electron with radi«tion, 

the photon wave function is expanded in • rrqlti~e series. 

Electron states and propagators are not expanded in V{r) but· 

the radial wave functions of a partial series expan~ion are 

calculated numerically. For the tota1 atom, while mumerical. 
' , ' ' 

methods are used to- obtain the inner-she-ll amplitudes, the outer

shell amplitudes are estimated by the use of g form factors 

according to the following prescription4 : 
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~ ..... 

1.. 

Re A.L. = 
. 
L 

Re. A 11 = ·- ~ ~- ('Y) Cos e 
t 

• 

I"" A ~I 
(5':: PE • 

= ( ~ PE) 1., A~l 

. 
where K· is the contribution of the inner shells (usually k- a.nd 

L-shell) obtained by numerical partial wave s-matrix calculations, 
PE 5'i is the photoele.ctric cross se~tions for the ·i-th ·shell. 

Cross sections c-alculated acqo·rding to the above programme are 
' . ' . '\ . . 

claimed to have .an uncer~ainty of the order .of 1% or less. 

2.4 Intercomparison of theories 

In the photon energy range within which Rayleigh scattering 

don.inates other elastic processes state-of-the-art s-matrix based 

calculations of.Rayleigh amplitudes are purported tobe the best 

available so far. It should be interesting to try a comparison 

of various form factor calculations of Rayleigh scattering-with 
. . 

the numerical .partial wav~ calcula.t.ions .. ~f Kissel-Pratt-Roy 

(KPR). In fact several such comparisons have been made by a number 

of a.uthors. 

Pratt and co-workers4 ·find that for srr:all momentum 
. ·-1 

transfers x L . .1:0 A where x is given ·by 
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- E (k.e \,1) 
Stn. ·e 

12~4 2 
••• 

I 

the NRFF and !Vl.RFF results •gree closely with ·KPR c•lcula.tions, 

whereas the RFF results e&J::e teo large. For lar~er values of x, 

NRFF and RFF n;cdels differ greatly from the MRFF. Similar findiags 

suggesting the superiority of the ~WPF theory have been reported 

28 . 29 
in liter-.ture by Eichler et_ -.1 , Br-.dley •nd Ghose , Sid-.ppa 

et a130 and Srnend et a.131 who tried to .discrirr,ina.te between 

various theoretical dat-. sets by w•y of comparison with experi

mentally measured cross sections. 

d '• ' .:_:-

A comparative study of the various sets of theoret1cai 

cross sections for a number of elements in .the photon energy 

range 245-1408 keV has been made by Te•nsompr-.song ~d 

Whitti~gham32 • They observe that the discrepancy between RFF 

and KPR cross sections increases with momentum tr~sfer "( x), 

atomic number(Z). and the. photon energy(E)with RFF results bec?ming 
.. -. . .. - .... -·-:--···· .. - . - ' .. 

far too large. The l'lEFF· cress sections are generally quite good 
o-1 '· · 

upto x~ lOA but ·the·n increases rapidly'. with x,· z and E. The 

MRFF cress sections, on the other h~d, agree closely with KP~ 
.. ()~1 

values upt~ x.::::40 A 

we have calculated the theoretical Rayleigh scattering 

cross sections for the 241
Am garr:ma r•ys of e:aeegy 59.54 keV from 
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Table 1 - Various predictions for the unpolarized photon-a.t<:>m 

elastic scattering cross section of 59.54 keV photons 

e (deg) 

--
0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

To...ble 2 • 

e (deg) 

0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

q 
(me) 

0 

• 01 

• 02 

.06 

.116 

.164 

.201 

• 225 

q 
(me) 

0 

• 01 

• 02 

• 06 

.116 

• 164 

• 201 

.225 

--------· 

42 
Mo 

ct. 6" /c! .Q. ( b/atom Sr) 

KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

141.00 140.07 5 140.06 138.744 

85.00 86.963 87.16 . 85. 729· 

45.00 46.969 47.40 44.376 

7.16 6.604 7.56 7. 300 . 

1.32 1.20 1.26 1.18 

o. 499 o. 421 0.452 o. 417 

·0.340 0.303 0.291 0.262 

0.335 o. 284 o. 282 0.250 

&o/J...n (b/ &tom/Sr) 

KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

184~00 182.955 182.94 180.827 

117.00 119o.643 119.88 117.682 

60.90 62.829 63.38 62.152 

11.60 10.829 12.20 11.706 

1.70 1.55 1. 61 1.49 . 

0.748 o. 622 0.679 0.619 

0.5(]3 o. 522 0.470 0.422 

o. 575 0.5p4 0.490 0.433 
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Tcvble 3. 50Sn 

---
e (deg) q _c£6"/d..n (b/atom/Sr) 

(me) . 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF. 

--
0 0 199.00 i98.52 198~50 196.07 

5 • 01 .126.00 127.92 128.48 126.44 

10 • 02 67.30 69.89 70.39 68.89 

30 .06 13.10 12 •. 30 13.72 13.16 

60 .116 1.86 1.70 1.76 1.63 

90 .164 . 0.824 0.690 0.751 o. 682 

120 .• 201 o. 660 . o. 532 o. 571 o. 510_ 

150 - • 225 0.674 0.521 0.572 0.500 

---

Ta...ble 4. 
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Tcvb~g. .5 .. 70Yb 

·-
e (deg) q do/d..rt (b/•torn/Sr) 

(me) 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF 

0 0 355.30 389.10 389.06 381.69 

5 ·• 01 242.70 267.60 278.82 270.91 

10 • 02 136.40 157.58 165.69 159.93 

.30 • 06 18.30 23.45 27.40 25.88 

60 .116 2.88 4.32 5.65 5.10 

90 -· '' ··-J.Q4 Q •. 51~ 1.28 1.66 1.58 
... ·• .. . . 

120 • 201 0.266 1~29 1.30 1.09 

150 .225 0.237 1. 41 1.54 1.27 
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"' 

Tcvb~e t • 82Pb 

--
9 {deg) q d.o/ct.n. (b/atom/Sr) 

.. -·. ···--.<~.L 
KPR NRFF RFF MRFF' 

0 0 423.16. 423.12 414."51 400.00 

5 • 01 299.11" 300.88 292.91 275.00 

10 • 02 181.57 183.79 117.65 161.00 

30 .06 26.77 30.53 28.83 23.50 

60 .• 116 7.78 8.72 7.72 6.85 

90 .164 2.64 3.14 2.60 2.27· 

120 • 201 2. 03 2.18 1.76 1.44 

150 .225 2.05 2~30 1.82 1.40 
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target elements with Z = 42, 48, 50, 68, 70, 73 •nd- 82. The NRFF, 

RFF- and MRFF calculations were performed using the tables of 
. 1 . 2 - . . . 3 ... ' . -. 

Hubbell et al, Hubbell and ¢verb~ end Schaupp et al respectively. 
c:lO"NRFF cl6"'RFF o\,6'-MfCFF . 

The , and . - values obtained from the 
ct..n. ct.n. ot..n. 

calculations ·are given in the acconpanying tables 1-,. Also given 
. _ &,· (5'-k.PR • · _ 

are the cross sect1.ons · . obta1ned from the tables of Kane 
4 . d.J'2. 

et al. Compar1sons of various sets of cross section •re also 

made gr•phically in Figs 1-7. In each of the gr•phs 3-7, the 

cross secticns obtained from 

are plotted as ratio to t~e 

the various form 
c:t 6'Vk,P~ 
---value. 
cl..I2. 

f•ctor c•lculations 

A· study of the comparison indicates that the predictions 

of all the theories {NRFF, RFF, .. MRFF and KPR) •re in close 
,) 

agreement, and practic•lly indistinguishable, in c•se of low Z 

elements •t small angles of scattering. At l•rger scattering 

angles,· and in particular for high Z elements, ·the RFF results 

are found to be larger. Of the NRFF and MRFF formulations, t·he 

latter turns out to be more successful in predicting Rayleigh 

scattering cross sections in ccincidence with the predictions 

of KPR based on S-'matrix: formal'ism. 

. . 



CHAPTER 3 

RAYLEIGH SCATTERING NEAR EDGES - ANOMALOUS 

SCATTERING FACTOR PREDICTIONS 

The funcamental problem in the the0ry of .atomic 

Rayleigh scattering of pho-t:-ons arises from the binding of· 

electrons in the atom. For scattering of low energy photons, 

effects of electron binding are crucial. When the incident 

photon energy happens .t0 be close to the excitation energy 

of the target atom, electroas couple very strongly with the 

photons, and large variations in the elastic scattering· cross 

.Sec.tiori ·ma.y··-6'ccur. Such rapid variation- of the elastic scatter- -· 

ing cros.s section at energies near regions of atorric excitation 

or ionization thresholds is known as the anomalous scattering. 

Th\.s affects the scatt~ring cross section through its modifica-

-tion cf the forward sc'attering amplitude. called the anomalous 

·. scc.ttering factor or the anomalous dispersion correction. 

3.1 Dispersion correction to form factor: 

The sirr.ple fqrm factor apprcach,to·the atomic elastic 

scattering of photcns from boUl!ld electrons makes the simpli-· 

fying assumption that each electron can be regarded as ,a 

Thomson free electron. The effects of electron binding are 

neglected in the calculation of scattering cross sections by 
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the form factor corrected Thomson formula. The free point charge 
' 

of Thomson is simply I::eplaced by a. charge distribution of 

density equal to j 'f j :2. and sc•ttering from this distribution is 

then determined. It is· natur•l to expect that the v<alue of the 

form factor for photon energy ne•r the •tomic 4ibs()rptiea edge 

will differ ~ppreciably from the .v•lue c•lcul•ted using the 

f (CV) 

This is expect~d even on purely classical grounds for when the 

incident frequency •pproaches that of one of the free vibr•tions 

of the system, reson&nce -effed~s· occur. The effect is closely 

related to .uomalous dispersion. 

The resonant phenomena in elastic photon-atom sc•ttering 

has to be cccount~d for by modifying the atomic for~factor· •s 

follows: 

Here, f (q) is the normal or non-ancmalous form factor.· Tbe 
0 

~- (3"1J 

quantities f 1 (w) and f 11 {w) are celled the real· and imagin&ry 

parts of the carrection to f0(q) arising frorr, the anorr.alous 

dispersion effect. 
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3.2 Classic•l theory of anomalous scattering : 

In the classical theo~ «n electron is supposed to be 

bound to the atom with such • for.ce that it oscillates with 

a natural frequenc:y w
0 

•:. The damped harmonic oscilliltor model 

is then applied to- an ii.ssembl-y; of N •toms per unit volume, each 

containing .u electron of mass· m an.d charge e whose vibrations 

have definite ~'g-u.iar frequency w ·· and are char•cterized by • 
- ~ . . 

damping parameter 1 .. When subjected- to the oscillating electric 

field of the incident.electrornagnetic raoiation, they give rise 

to electric dipole oscillators. The oscillating dipole is the 

source of the .sca.ttere.d radiation at the same: frequemoy. 

The one diffiensional motion of an electron under the 

influence of an oscillating field E = E
0
e-iwt can be described 

by the e quiition 

Y
o clx. '' "' 

+ c{ t + c.\)0 "' = 

After iillY transients have disappeared, the time dependence of 

the forced oscillation of the electron is . - t"'t 
X=X e. 

0 • 

This gives an expression fer the dipole moment induced by the · 

radiation: 

= 
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The amplitude A of the sc~ttered wave at unit distance in the 

equatoriG~:l plane is then shown to be given by 

A 

If we put w
0 

= 0 and Y = 0, we obtain the amplitude of sc;attering 

by a free electron. 

we c~n now define the sce.ttering factor f for the dipole as the 

rati.o A/A I and obtain 

-. 
wo2._ c.v2.+i(w 

w 2 .C c.ol).- t.V~ ) • I c.u 3 
t t. 

( ~~ lil0 2.) !l. + 1 'J._~'- (w"=- 4J!") 2 +f 'l w'J. 

-rt;+ ~j· 
unless w is very.nearly equal tp ·w and so far as the dan.ping 

.. 0 

is small, 

This is, however, for a si,ngle 'dipolar radiation field. If the 

electrons .are thought of as occupying energy leve.ls within the 

aton characterizec by frequency w and damping factor -(_ . , then 
.n ~ 

the real part of the scattering factor is written as 
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We Cull g the OSCillator strength corresponding,to the natural 
n .. 

frequency w • Now n 

ana hence 'YL = f +.f• 
0 

where we have put 

£ - L ~·~ -0 

-· / L .. ~, 6)2. 

J l'l - -·(3•2) 
C4)!- c.v., 'l - - - -

Also, for X-r.u.ys, the refractive index n of a medium is given by 

J 
When w·is comparable with wn'·f· will be complex. The medium will 

have a complex refractive. index. The imaginary part of· ·the complex 

. refractive index corresponds to an ~sorption of radiation, that 

is, to a decrease in intensity-of the wave with increasing 

penetrution. lm n is thus related .to the linear absorption 

coefficient. 

(.i;)I~ n 

Taking 1 -
2 1r N e 2 c s~ + Jl + i 1 ,~) 

we obtain 
J II 

f// -

~bs - - - - - - - · ( ~· ?) ? 
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3.3 l;)ispersion relation between f' and £ 11 
: 

The results for anomalous dispersion correction terms f 1 

. . 

and f" wr.ich were derived in the preceding section using purely 

classical arguiTlE:nts. have been found t0 be id.entic•l· wit}'l the 

results gained ,from quanturn mechanics. The result in eqn. ( 3 • .3 ) b 

is the same_as the optical theorem in the quantum theo.ry of 

scattering connecting the total cross section and the irniigimary 

part of the elastic sc•ttering cn.plitude in the forward direction. 

It is a general practice in the description of anomctlous .. sc-.tter-

ing of photons from.atoms to regard f 1 a real number representing 

. the 'dispersion effect in scattering arising ~rom the proxin:ity 

·Of the incident photon energy to the binding energy Of the scatter 

· ing ele·ctron and if" an imaginary number representing .hsorption 

cue to dan·ping of the radiation in the vicinity of resonance 

level. 

With· the corrections for &nornelous dispersion effect 

included in. the atonic scatte.ring factor, the expressions for 

Rayleigh amplitudes become 

AR 
[ I 'I ~ - t t (cy) + f (w) + l f (w) -J_ 

R 
'('o [ t (cy) 

I 

N J All - -t J. (t.V) + if (w Cose -
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If we conside·r only the fOIWa.rd am{HJ. tudes for -.n· isoliited atom 
,· 

we may write 

Re R 
ro ["J f Cw)] A .. ::. + 

AR' 
. C> 

Im. = 'fo J ''(_w) 

The forwarc imaginary iUT:plitude is giyen by 

and it follows that 

II 

j (w) -= 
.Gr.) 6" 

a..bs 

61 b is the total photoelectric cross section from a photoa of· a. s 

· th~. g.iv_~~-- _e_I]!7.F9Y ·off the at?m. in ,question~ 

To obtain real forward ilnomalous ampli"tude f • ,. • dispersion 

relation connecting f' and f 11 is usually employed. It was observed · 

• }- d T/ . • 
33 th t ' th th f d 0 

• f li ht oy '-ramers an r.ron~g a. ~n e eo;:y o ~spers~on o g 

by atom t0ere exists a. relation between the real and imaginary 

parts of the compiex refractive index. such re·lations were. later· 

found to be of very general kind,. and the integral relation 

between the real and imaginary pairts of any frequency dependent 

quantity cane to be known •s 'the dispersion:· rel at~on~ For -sc-.tter- · 

ing, the dispersion relation is between the real and imaginary 

parts of the complex amplitude. Consequently 

0 

= (z"':J.r}c) p J~r<J' a>i!.~~<i)'~ ~~w') ____ ( 

0 
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The symbol P ·refers to the integration about the point where the 

integranc becomes infinite. This implies that a ~mall interval 

centrec about w = w• is excluded from the range of integration. 

The procedure is J~ncwn as taking the • principal value• of the 

integral. 

3.4 Angular depencence off' and f" : 

The dispersion relation linking f • and f 11 is valid only 

fer forward angle scattering (9 = 0) and provides no information 

concerning the angular dependence of the anomalous dispersion 

~orrections. It had often been thought that ~he dispersion· 

corrections shoulc exhibit some functional dependence on scatter

ing angle e . The work of Wagenfeld34 based on non-relativistic 

quantum mechanics predicted that the values of f' and f 11 were 

functions of momentum transfer q. This predic~ion is not supported 

by modern approaches which use relativistic quantum mechanics. 

Some authors ascribe to these corrections the same functional 

dependence on the angle of scattering as the form factor. The 

difficulties with such assumption have been pointed out by Pratt 

35-36 . . . 
anc co-vwrkers • It has been found more useful. to treat f • 

and f 11 as the angle independent correction terms to be added to 

forrr; factor in obtaining the Rayleigh an~litudes. 
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. ' 
The first acceptable,...of the X-ray dispersion terms was 

made by H. Hon137 in 1933. The work was extended by wagenfeld34 • 

The method used by them is-based on a co~pletely fundamental 

calculation of oscill~tor density~ ~d •n eva.luation.for each 
dw 

electron sub shell such •s 

I J cw) 
·K. r 

0 

.. - 7C 

( 2") 

Another method makes use of the relati,onship 'between the the ore-
. · PE 
cross sectiom (5" ( tU J · ·, 

a.bs 
~ical photoelectric absorption hence 

f" and the real part f' of the anomalous scattering f•ctor. In 

1970, Cromer •nd Liber~cn38 made an ex:tensive c<&lculaitio~ of the 

anomalous ~-ray :atcrr ic scat_tering factor.? .. using the optical 

theorem and dispersion.relatio:a together with theoretical photo-

effect cress sect:i,ons·;;· To develop their tilbles, · Cromer and 

. 39 
Libe~~n used the Brysk and Zerby computer code for the c•lcul•-

tion of ph9toelectric cross sections based on Dir•c-Sl•ter rel•ti-
40 . . .. 

vistic wave functicns. Mere recently Henke et a.l . have m•de •n 

extensive compilation of experirr.ental and theoretical photq

electric cross sections for the elements Z = 1 to Z = 94. These 

data were then used to· compute f' between 100 eV and. 2 keV from 

the dispersion integr•l. 
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Experimental measurerrents of the dispersion corrections 

involve techniques which measure refractive indices or attenua-

tion coeff~cients~ The oldest technique for measuring refractive 

index is ba·sed on- the measurement of. deviation pr.oduced when a 

prism of the' material Ullder' iavestigation. is placed in the photon 

beam. X-ray interferometer techniqties are now used extensively 

for the ·me;asurem€mt of· re·fractive index of materials 'and hence 

of f 1
• Linear· attenuation coefficient measureme-nts over an 

extended energy· range can also be used as a basis for the deter

n ination of f" b~r virtue of the· relation in equat.ioa ( 3•.3 a..). 

Creagh and ·e:e~worke,rs41 ~45 have mcde use of this rrethod to 

deternine the dispersion corrections for a number of elenents. 

In the relativistic treatment presented by Cromer and 

Libe-rman38 ~---a:n, energy-independent term· was· given cs· a correcti<zm· 

to the usual· di-spersion formula for f 1 
• The non-relativistic 

5"E . 
value for· f 1 was reduced by an .anormt __ lo~where Et t is the total 

.3 mc2. 0 

ground state energy of the atom) for all photon energies. The 
' 

use ·of dipcile :approximation by Cromer and Liberman to compute 

the high ~energy 1-irr:it results in an error that iiffects their f 1 

values· at all en_e.rgies. Kissel has found that correcting th~ 

high energy lirr.i t of the a.noma.lous scattering factor predictions 

of Cromer and Liberman brings those predicticns .into much better 

agreerr·ent with s-matrix calculations near absorption edges •. 
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T~le 8. Anom~lous scattering f•ctor predict~ons of elastic 

scattering of 59.54 keV photons based on relativistic 

from factors plus dispersion corrections of Creag~ 

and McAuley 

42Mo(Ek = 20.002 keV) 

Scattering Homen tum ct6" I cl.n. 
(ReA11'IrnA11) (Rr~' I mAl-) 

angle transfer (b/ atom/S r) 
{deg) X 

g (A o-1) 

0 0 142.00. -42.10 0.548 . ~.42.10 0.548 

5 0.209 85.80 -32.70 0.546 -32.80 0.548 

10 0.418 45.70 -23.70 0.539 -24.10 o. 548 

30 1.24 7.73 - 9.09 0.474 -10.50 ·a. 548 

60 2.40 1.33 - 2.57 0.274 - 5.14 0.548 

90 3.39 o. 502 0 0 - 3.50 0.548 

120 4.16 0.344 1.28 -0.274 - 2.57 0.548 

150 4.63 o. 347 1.87 -0.474 - 2.16 0.548 
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-~----------------------------------------e . " 
( de,g) (A o-l ) 

cl.6"/ ~.n. 
(b/atom/Sr) (ReA11 . 

0 0 185.00 .;..48.10 0.913 -48.10 0.913 

5 o. 209 117.00 -38.20 0.909 -38.40 0.913 

10· ·-· . " o. '41-E~·· ,_ 60.30 . -27. 20· o.89-9 .. -27.70 o. 91-3 
' 

'30 1. 24 12.40 -11.50 0.790 -13.30 0.913 

60 2.40 1.71. -2.89 0.456 - 5.7a 0.913 
I 

90 3.39 o.:745 0 0 - 4. 22 0.913 

120 4.16 o·. 553 ·1 .• 60 -0.456 - 3.20 0.913 

150 4. 53 .. o. 593 2-.;·39 -0.790 - 2.77 0.913 

lct-ble 10. 

e . ?C. 

{deg) . {A0 - 1 ) 
ct6"jd.n.. (ReA1l' 1 mA11) 

{b/atom/Sr) 

0 0 200.00 -5o.oo 1.06 ..;.so.oo 1.06 

5 o. 209 130.00 -40.30 1.05 .. -40. so 1.06 

10 0.418 67.10 -28.70 1.04 -29.20 1.06 

30 1·. 24 13.90 -12.20 0.917 ·-14.10 .1.06 

60 2.40 1.86 - 3. 01 o. 530 -·6.02 1.06 

90 3.39 0.819 0 0 - 4.40 1.06 

120 4.16 o. 634 .1. 70 -0.530 -. 3 .•. 40 1.06 

150 4. 53 o. 691 2.56 -0.917 - 2.96 1.06 

--------------- ---

. . 
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T a.. b L<a. .11 • 54x · (Ek = 34.56 keV) 
e 

9"' ... . .. '?C.' ·. :·-- ..... ·- ct 6" I a .n.. (R A. - .... I A .. ·) (R~~' ·I A ... ·) .. 
(deg) (Ao-1) {b/-.tom/Sr) e 11' m 11 m~ 

--
0 0 232.00 -53.90 1.40 -53.90 1.40 

5 0.209 143.00 -42.20 1.39 -42.40 1. 40 

10 o. 418 79.70 -31-30 1.37 -31.80 1.40 

30 1~24 .16.40 ~13.20 1.21 ~15. 30 1.40 

60 2.90 2.27 - 3.30 0.70 - 6.50 1.40 

90 3.39 o. 9'43 0 0 - 4.65 1. 40 

120 4.16 -0.792 1.86 -0.70 -·3.73 1.40 

150 4. 63 0.892 2.84 -1.21 -· 3. 29 1 •. 40 

--------------~---------------------

Tc;:.t....ble 1!2. 64Gd_(Ek = 50~·24 keV) 

e ?C. d.6" / d.ft. 
(ReA11' ImA11) (ReA~, ImA~) 

(de·g) (Ao-1) (b/a.tom/sr) 

... 

0 0 317.00 -62.90 2.57 -62.90 .2.57 

5 0.209 206.00 -50.70 2.55 -50.90 2.57 

10 0.418 114.00 -37.50 2.53 .-38.10 2.57 

.30 1.24 20.50 -14.70 .4 .• 22 -17.00 2.57 

60 2.40 3. 62 - 4.06 1. 28 - 8.12 2. 57 

90 3.39 1.13 0 0 4.66 2. 57 

120 4.16 0.980. -1.80 -1.28 '3~ 61 2~ 57 

150. 4.53 1.19 2.81 -2.22 - 3~-24 2.57 



Ta..ble 13 o 

e 
(deg) 

0 

5 

10 

30 

60 

90 

120 

150 

0 

0.209 

'o. 418 

1.24 

2.40 

3.39 

4.16 

4.63 

Ta-ble- 14. 

e 
(deg) 

0 

'X 

{A o.-1) 

0 

.5- .... '.·.o .• 2_p9 ... 

10 0.418 

30 1.24 

60 2.40 

90 3.39 

'120 4.16 

150 4.63 

332.00 -64.40 

_222.00 :-52.50 

123.00 -38.90 

21.00 -14.80 

3.70 - 4.06 

1.10 0 

0.936 1.62 

1.14 2.48 

68Er (Ek = 57. 49 keV) 

344.00 -65.53 

233.00 . -53. 8.3. 

129.00 -39.86 

20.40 -14.50 

3. 53 - 3.86 

' . 1.01' 0 

0.874 1.24 

1.098 1.81 

39 

2.86 -64.40 2.86 

2.84 ' -52.80 2.86 

2.81 -39.SO 2.86 

2. 47 -17.10 2.86 

1.43 '- 8.12 2.86 

0 - 4.40 2.86 

-1.43 - 3.25 2.86 

-2.41 - 2.87 2.86 

3.366 -65.53 3.366 

3 •. ~5.2 ~;>4.05 3.366 ...... .. . .. 

3.314 -40.48 ' . 3.366 

2.914 -16.75 3.366 

1. 683 - '7. 71 3F366 

0 - 3.76 .3.366 

-1.683 - 2.48 3.366 

-2.914 - 2.09 3.366 

. . 
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T o..ble. 15" 0 70Yb.(Ek = 61 •. 3.3 keV) 

e ?C. d.&'/ ct.n. 
(ReAll' I~All) (ReA.ll . ImAJ.) 

(deg) (Ao~l) (b/ atom/Sr) 

------
0 0 359.10 -67.00 .663 -67 .-oo · • 663. 

5 o. 209 246.90 -55.40 • 660 -55.70 .• 663 

10 0.418 . 144.80 . -42.20 • 652 -42.90 .663 

30 1.24 19.98 -14.60 • 574 -16.90 • 663 

60 2.40 '3. 00'·' - 3.86 .331 - 7.72 • 663 

·90 .... 3.39 ... ·--~·-··-. 0.429 0 _q_. - 3.2+ • 663 . - . . ... ~ .. . .. 

120 4.16. .b .• -2.55 1.·oa -.331 - 2.16 • 663 

150 4. 63 .. - 0;.242 1.50 -. 574 - 1.75 • 663 
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Table 17. Comparison of differential cross sections for Rayteigh 

scatter~ng of 59.54 keV photons calculate in the 

.RFF model, dispersion corrected RFF + CM model with 

the KPR cross sections in the s-matrix formca.lism. 

----
e d.6" ( b-.rns/a.tom/sr) dJ2. 

(deg) z 
RFF RFF + CM I<PR 

0 367.15 344.00 342.40 

5 258.92 233 .. 00 231.10 

68 10 151.92 129.00 129.20 

30 25.67 20.40 19.20 

60 5.14 3. 53. 3.49 

90 1.66 1~ 01 0.988 

120 1.21 0.874 0.835 

150 1.44 1.09 0.983 

·o 389.06 3 59. oo 355.30 

5 278.82 246.00 "242.70 

70 10 165.69 144.00 136.40 

3:0 27.40 19.98 18.30 

60 5.65 3. 00 2.88 

90 1.66 0.429 o. 516 

120 1.30 0.255 0.266 

150 1.54 0.243 0.237 

.. 
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z e cl%_n < barns/atom/Sr) 
(deg) 

RFF RFF + CM KPR 

·--~--· --
0 423.12 402.00 400.00 

5 300.88 276.00 275.00 

73 10 183.79 161.00 161.00 

30 30.63 25.00 23.50 

60 6. 43 4. 41 4.41 

90 2.15 1.03 ·1.07 

120 1.45 0.542 0.668 

150 1.70 0.641 . o. 673 

_ .. ~.----··· --

59.54 keV •re of particular interest. In table 17 we compare 

the forwarc angle c:ispersion corrected RFF cross 'section results 

with corresron<9ing uncQrrected J:WF predictions ~d the s-matrix 
' . . . 

predictions of I<.PR for th~ elements 68Er, 70Yb, ilnd 73T•. In the 

case of otl:J.er elements included in our calculations, K-shell 

threshold energies &re not very close to the chosen photca 

energy of 59.54 kev. In .Fig 11 we have compared graphically 

the cross sections calculated in the three models on the element 

54xe at the photon energy of 21.2 kev. An inspection of the·com-

parison table and graph leads us to obser-ve how well the disper-

sion model can predict Rayleigh scattering in close agreerrent with 
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the numerical partial wave calculations under the condition that 

the K-shell threshold of the target aton is near the primary 

photon ener<J'.[. 

The cross section Iesults of our calculations for the 

elements in the range Z = 42-73 at 59.54 keV energy are plotted 

against Z in Figs. S- 10 corresponding to scattering angles 
0 0 0 . . 

5 , 60 a.nd 120 • As can be seen from the graphs, the cross 

section values follm·l the 5:arre general trend at smiill, inter-· 

medi~te, and large angle of sca~tering. For elements with K

she 11 binding energies far frorr the incident. photon energy, the 

cross section increases rr.ore or less linearly with increasing 

z. The cross section is observed to fall off rapidly as the 

elenents with K-edge energy near 59.54 keV are approached. 

BeyoncJ the region of anomalous scatterinc the cross section 

increases again with increasing z. This is in accord with the 

expectation that pronounced ~spersion effect will occur with 

K-edge close to the incident photon energy. 



CHAPI'ER - 4 

EXPERIMENTAL M EA.s u REM E"' TS. 

In this chapter the method, experimental arrangement and. 

other details of measuremeat will be described separately for 

each Gf the three experirr,ents which were set up and carried out 

in course of the present inves-tigation. The results obtained 

from the measurements will also be presented with proper mention 

of the errors involved and corrections employed. 

4.1 r -ray transmission experimen.:t_: 

A narrow beam of ~-rays is weakened when it is made to 

traverse a. material specimen. The incident bean· decreases in 

intensity because the sample absorbs· and· scat_ters it. The loss 

of intensity of the traversing bean .. is called attenuation. A 

measure of the amount of attenuation is the 11 atteDuation 

coefficient11
• At low energies, the rerr.oval of photons from the 

incident beam is cau~ed mainly_ by photo-electric absorption, 

coherent (elastic) scattering and incoherent (Compton) scatter-

ing. The cross sections for these partial processes can be esti

mated to adequately high accuracies using various degrees of. 

sophistication in theoretical models. Experimentally, the total 

photon-atom interaction cross sections are determined by conducting 

a narrow .. be-arr: ··transmission ·experiment· ·on a ·good geometry set ·up.-· 
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A. Method: 

The conventional derivation of the-photon attenuation 

. applies to cases with both narrew bearr. geometry and monoenergetic 

photons. The result is summarised in the Beer-Lambert Law 

I = I~ 

connecting the incident beam intensity I
0

, the transmitted 

intensity I ancl the thi.ckness X (gm/cm2 ) of the target fixed 

perpendicular to the beam. ;U-.m _i~ the mass attenuation coefficient 

defined by 

Where A is the . atcmic weight' of the atom in the target sample, 

N is the Avociadro' s numb~r (6. 022x10 ;
23

) and 6" is the photon

atom· interaction-cross section. We obtain 

Although extensive cros$'section measurements by this method have 
. ' 46-47 

been carried out and compiled . at the National· .Bureau of 

standards. {NBS) in USA, the method is still a.ttracti ve and useful 

from the point of view of the high precisi·on which is dependent 

mainly on the phton counting statistics and the geometry. 
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The measurement~ were made with the trans~ission technique 

using a Nai detector in the 11 good geometcy 11
• The e:>.."Perimental 

arrangerr.ent employed is shown in Fig. 12. An improvement was 

achieved by effecting a high degree of collimation of the photon 

beam from the. source to the detector. The source was placed in 

a 10 em deep conical bore in • lead block. The minimum thickness 

of the lead shielding at the side and at the back of the source 

was 20 em. Collimator number 1 was a 23 em thick iron block having 

a collilT'ating bore of exj,t aperture of o. 4 em •. The collimation c:f 

the beam after attenuation in the target foil was provided by 

collimators numbered 2 and 3 which had a total thickness of 15 em 

of iron. The collimators prevented photons scattered in the air 

and the shield materials from reaching the detector. The colli

mators were mounted on·c rigid bench of iron and could be moved 

so that measurements at two or more narrow beam geometries could 

be carried out ca.fter changes in collimator apertures. In measure-

ments carried out with the sample 20 ern from the source, the solid 

angle of the collimating system between the attenuator and the 
I 

-4 . . 
detector was 3·.8 x 10 sr. In this .geometry, the maximum ang~e 

of scattering from the attenuator to the detector was 0.3°. The 

detector, R 2.5 em Nai (TI) scintillator, was shielded by 20 ern 

of lead and was coupled to a ccnventional system of photomulti-

plier pre-amplifier and a Nuclear Data 1100 multich~nel analyser 

{MCA). 
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c. Materials and Measure~: 

The photon-atom interaction cross section measurements 

were made on a pyrolytic gra.phi te specimen {Z = 6) and a single 

crystal silicon specirr:en (Z = 14) for the .. photon energy' 59.54 

KeV and on thin elemental. sample fcils of rare-earths in the . 

atomic number range Z = 41-70 and Z = 73., 79 and 92 using photon 

energies 43 and 59. 54 keV. The photon be.ams of the specified 

energies were obtained from the. 241Am isotope of strength 20 

mCi procured frorri Rad.ie Chemical Centre, Arnersham, England. Most 

of the target foils were supplied by Good Fellow Metals, 

cambridge, England within a purity range 99.9 - 99. 99'/o •. Single 

crystal silicon specirr.en was obtained from Internatio~al Union 

· of Crystallography X-ray attenuation proj~ct. 

For each absorber the ratio (I
0
/I)was obtained in the 

obvious w.ay from the counting rates 

N = Counting rate Vlith absorber in position 

N = Counting rate with empty sample holc.er 
0 

Nb =:= backgrcund: :rate w.i th ·-r -rays off. 

I Ne -N 
0 = b -

I N - Nb 

Counting 'were recorded for 2 X 103 seconds. Under s·tudy conditions 

of the detector system, no drift of the photo peak was detected 
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over at least 24 hours. The backgrounc counts were observed 

with the source -.bsent .no •lso with the source -.nd attenu-.tor 

in position in conjunction with -. 20 em long stopper placed in 

the beam behind the attenu«tor and collimators 2 and 3. The 

cifference between these two ccunt r&tes of the background was 

negligibly small. In most of the cases, measurements were repeated 

at the same solid angle between the attenuctor and ~ detector 

for e-.ch sumpl·:: ;me the me-.n value of (I /I) w-.s taken. For some 
0 

sampl~s., .. -~~.?..v . .J;:ements were .r~p~a.ted ]:,y __ _yaryi:n9 the ~olic angle ..... 

ot ~he collimating system to stu~y and eliminate, by extrapolation, 

the effects o.t geometry of the experin-enta.l crrariyement on the 

contribution of small angle photon sc-.ttering. 

D. Experiment•l results 

In table 18 the c•lcul-.tec experin-.entcl total interuction 

cross s.:~ctions e.re presented. Fron the IOOQl.sured photon attenuation 

cross sections, the cross sections for photo ionisation were 

cecucec by subtracting the theoretically estimated contributions . 

of elastic {coherent) and inelastic (incoherent) scattering 

processes. Such theoretical estimates were cone using the tables 

of Sch~upp et al and Hubbell et -.1. The derived photoionization 

cross sections are presentee in Table 19 • 

.. 



Table iS . · Total photQn attenuation cr(i)SS sections in 
barns per atom · 

Element/Cross Sectiom 
{Z) {b/atoin) 

ESc 

41Nb 

42' Ho 

70Yb 

73' Ta 

79Au 

92 ' 
u 

E = 43 keV E = 59.54 keV 

3. 4051 (0. 004) 

14.8430 (0. 004) 

1548.38(39.01) 733. 40{14. 9,6) 

686.81 ('1. 43) 

1242 •. 13 (3. 92) 

2767.97(53.36) 1351.78(21.72) 

3460.9.2 (3. 92) 

1495.86(7.35) 

4031.59(3.89) 

2093~78(0.29) 941.20(3.45) 

2621.96(39.95) 1060.50(15.02) 

3479.81(14.2.87) 1463.98(55.25) 

2534.46(1.98) 

. ' 

49 
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Table 19. "Measured photo:..electric cross sections in barns/atom 

________ __.... -·~··•··-o _ _:___, ____________________ , __ ___, 

Elerrent/Ptloto electric 
(Z) Cross Section· 

(b/atom) 
PE 

41Nb 

42Mo 

48Cd· 

.d..g 
· In 

-64Gd 

6~y 

68Er 

70Yl:> 

.73Ta·· 

79Au 

'92 u 

E= 43 keV E: 59.-54 keV 

1482.30(39.02) 68 6. 7 5 ( 14. 9 9 ) 

638.02(1•74) 

1179.06(4.09) 

2672.75(53.38) 1286.13 (21. 76) 

~ 3348.52(4.24) 

'1314.53(7.82) 

3903.16(4.26) 

' . .'.1,885·. 03 (2-. 31) 804.17(3~90) 

2391.59(40.03) 910.22(1-5.14) 

3202.59(142.90} .. 1284.80(55.29) 

- 2282.96(3.45) 
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The errors quoted ~or 'the experimental results are mainly 

due to the ~ounting statistics. The effect of small-angle scatter-

ing cf the phton on the measured attenuation coefficient was not 

' 
observed in the geometry employed. E'rror due to multiply scattered 

photons from the attenuator was minimized by very narrow collima- ·t 

tion of the transmitted beam and by measuring transmission for 

very thin sample foils. 

4.2 Small angle Scattering experi~nt. ------ -..-··-~·~-~ -~- --· 

The purpose of a scattering experiment is to-measure the 

differential scattering cross section 
d.@ 

ot.n. as a function of 

the angle of scattering. The total flux of phptons into a 

detector are measured, and the differential· cross section 

deduced. A ccllirrated beam of photons of· the chosen energy from 

a.. source is allowec1 to imping~ on ~t target w1~ic!J scatters the 

be err. in various. directions. -A. shielded detector, located outside 

the direct beam,_ .records. ~he photons. scattered at a pre-deterrninec. 

arigle 6 • The c'Jetector ac.cepts ·photons which emerge from the 

scatterer ·within a solid. aagle d.si around -direction e • 

A. Experimental arrangement: 

At small angles of scattering, it is difficult to keep the 

cetector away frorr: the incident photon bean{. The usual practice 
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is to e!T1ploy a double shadow ccne geometry. The experimental 

arrangenent used in our small angle measurements is shown in 

Fig. 13. A double conic.al cylinder made of brass was suspended 

between the source and the·detector. The straight.part of the 

primary l-ray 'beam was effectively absorbed by this shadow 

cone, leaving the detector completely withii'l the shadow of the 

stopper. The stc·pper (double cone) was suspended from rigid 

wooden supports about 100 em fron; the ground with the help of 

two silk strings fixed to the ends of adjustable screws. 

241 The source, a Am radio isotope of strength 10 mCi 

was placed at the rear end c£ a lead cylinder which had a 

cylindrical hole throughout its symmetry axis. The small angle 

scattering measurements were conducted by allowing 59.54 keV 

l-rays fron: the source to undergo scattering from annular ring 

targets mounted on the double cone stopper, suspended midway 

between the source and the detector. A compact geometry was 

obtained by optimising the source to detector distance and the 

angle of scattering was varied by changing this distance. 

The alignment of the source, the double cone stopper 

and the detector was carried out with great care by optical 

means. The fractional solid angle from the source/detector to 

the annular ring scatterer was lirr.ited to the range 2. 2 x 10-3 

-3 . 0 0 
8.5 x 10 for a scattering angle range of 5 - 20 ~ In the 
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geometry shown the scatterer .nd between the scatterer and the 

detector were both in the range ·1 - 1. 6 m. · 

B. Method: 

·The total number of photons, Ns scattered a.t an ilngle e 
per·unit titre, both by elasti.c •nd inelastic processes in the 

scatterer, and recorded by the detector o.f efficiency € , is 

given by· 

~· 
0 

where N
0 

is the number of photons emitted by the source per 

unit time, Y-1 is the mean source-to-scatterer distance., Nat is the 
. . 

total nurriber of atoms in the effective volume of the scatterer, 

and n, is the solid angle subtended by the detector a,t the 

scatterer. The term exp ~fLY~sq;,)accounts· for the. absorption of 

photons in· the target material where f- is. the atten~ation 

·coefficient, ·t the thickness of the target and <J' is the mean 

angle between .the lines joining· the source to the scatterer and 

to the detectoz:. The determination of the detector efficiency 

was avoided in the :present measurements through elimination of 

the product EJ1 
1 

in the expression for Ns by a sh.ort comparison 

run with a weaker reference source of the same photon energy. How 
' • ,,1 

' . ' 
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With the source shut off, th~ target rerr:oved and the 

reference source plac.ed in. the target position, the number of· 

counts counts regis.tered by the·. detector is 

N . - ·.. R'o 
. Pee. - · - . 

4 - J "'. 

where R
0 

is the photon-emission· rate of the reference source • 

. It follows that 

Nl"eJ 

Using this, the ·expression for N becomes s 

' 

.N - No Nett~ ~~(e) Qxp fJl;kost) (!:N•J . . ---···· ·- . . .s -
r2 . 4'7'\ 

- Nr~.f ( ~:) Na.t d6"(e). 
ex p f;«Ya,.v """':' 

~ d.n 

The absolute value of cross section d.6"(e) is then obtained as 
dJ2 

ol(Y(e) N C)(2 . = ( : .. r) N: ~J exp0Ycos~ dJ1 

- C~~ef) 1 
( _!_

2

)exr~~ ) - -s Nat Co5cp 

I 
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The relative source strength s = No was deterrr.ined .by taking 
. R 

:the 'ra't'io' '():f-"t.h~- photo peak"cc:\mt £-ate's' obtained with' the. strong" 

(experimeatal) and the we·a.k reference source placed at equal 

distances fron· the detector. To obtain {N /N ) in· our measure~ 
· s ref 

·. rrents we first determined the rate at which scatte.red Y -rays 

from the main source were detected in the full energy peak of the 

pulse height spectrum. The main source was then shut off and the 

target was replaced by the-reference source. The rate at which 

photons from this source was detected in the full energy peak 

was determined. The ·ratio of the two rates gave (N
5
/Nref)._ 

c. Measurements: 

The small angle differential measurements were made using 

an ND 1100 rrultichannel analyser system coupled to a_· 2. 5 ern x 

2.5 em Nai (TI) scintillation detector head at a conversion gain 

of 1024 wi·th 512 channels arid spectrum storage times in the range , 

4-100 x 103 sec. The sc~ttering materials (Cu, sn, Ag, Ta, Au 

and Pb) were very. pure ~d in -the form of thin foils-- (thicknesses 

·in the range 0.01-0.10 mrn). Th~ scattering counts were taken for 

a minimum of 10 KS. At the source~sample-detector distances used, 

the observed intensiti-es were large. enough to obtain desired 

statistical accuracy of 1%. For example, at a scattering angle . . 
0 . . 

of 17.7 for the lead scatterer, the total count recorded was 
6 . . 

·7.00 x 10. The background.CO\lrits recorded with no target +Uns 

for the same time· and experimental condition were subtracted from 

the total counts obtained as the surr, of channel contents under the 
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photo pe-.k to obtain the sc-.ttere.o counts. 

D. Experimental results 

The rreasure<': cifferenti•l cross sections for total 

scattering (el.o;_stic + inelastic) ·at small angles (5° - 20°) 

are presented in T~les.20.· The photons sc-.ttered •t such sm-.11 

scattering •ngles could not be spectr•lly •n•lysed to sep-.rate 

the inele.stic corrponent. The experimental results for cu, J>.g, 

Sn1 Tul Au and Pb cover • momentum triillsfer range .of 0.018-0.037 me. 

The theoreticc.l ·cross sectio"n ve.lues for the elastic {R•yleigh) 

scattering were obtained from the nu~ric<&l pc.rti-.1 wave cal

culations of Kissel et -.1. The inele.stic cross sections were 

calculated using the incoherent sc-.ttering f-.ctors S(q,z) from 

the compilction of Hubbell et -.1 in the formula 

where 
ct &k-~ 

is the differenti•l Klien-Nishina. cross section. 
d. fl. 

The· ·correcticris applied· to experin·ent-.1 cross· section data·· 

included (i) · sanple depenclent bu.ckground and {ii) the finite 
: 0 0 

w.ngl.il.;o.r wicth a.t each sc-.ttering engle in the range o. 5 - 2 • 

The fcrmer:neece~ • correction of upto 5%. The s&mple dependent 

49 . 
background absorbed in the s~le was obtilined from '""" B (1 -s 
)'t). B

5 
was measured from the same me«surements ~t two sc-.tterer 
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Table 2o. Measured differential cross section for total 

(elastic + inelastic) scattering and the extracted 

elastic scattering cross-sections 

Element Scattering Momentum Differential cross section 
(Z) angle e transfer dOJcA.u (b/ atom/Sr) 

(deg) q Measured Extracted (me) 

29• 
. Cu 

8.9 o. 018 31.88 + 3.30 31.09 

12.6 0.023 16.89 + 1.69 15.86. 

·~-1·4·; 2. o. 029·· 12.-99 + 1·.·33 11.·86. -
17.7 o. 036 8.26 + 0.98 . 6.98 -

47Ag 8.9 0.018 71.19 + - 7 •. 41 70.09 

12.6· 0.023 41.69 + 4.40 40.24 -
·14.2 o. 029 37.08 + 4.01 35.50 -
17.7 0.036 25.84 + 2.71 24.10 

50sn 8. 9. o. 018 88.68 + 8.98 87.52 -
12.6 0.023 52.49 + s. 39 50.99 

14.2 0.029 41.25 + 4. 26 39.61 -
17._7 . o. 036 31.44 + 3.31 ,29. 511 

73Ta 8..9 0.018 297.25 + 30.43 295.85 -
12.6 . o. 023 174.18 + 18.41 172.34 -
14.2 0.029 124.!7 + 13.23 1'22.3.7 -
17. 7" o. 036 77.01 + 8.31 74.74 -
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--------~- ------------·----------------·----------------------~---
.Element Scattering 
, {Z) angle 9 

{deg) · 

79Au s. 7 

9.4 

13.2 

15.00 

18.6 

82Pb 8.9 

12.6 

1 ~.2 

17.7 

Momentum 
transfer 

q 
(me) 

0.012 
0.019 

0.027. 

o. 030 

0.038 

. o. 018 

o. 023 

o. 029 

0.036 

Differential .cross sectioa 
d.O"'/a.n. ~b/atom/Sr) 

Measured Extracted 

336.17 + 34.55 335.27 -· 
221.12 + 23.02 219.64 

137.31 + 14.61 13~.55 -
118.37 + 12.54 116.19. 

84.83 + 9.34 82.34 

238.46+ 24.82 236.99 

162.41 ± 17.15 160~46 

151.45 + 16.38 149.29 

109.36 + 12.05- 106.65 -
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thicknesses, and the' ·scattering counts were corrected a~cordingly. 

The correction for the angular spread was obtained by deternining 

the form of variation ·of ,·the theoretical differential cross 
. 0 . 0 

section w_i th respect to· the angle in t;he range 1_ -. 20 ; the 

correction was found to be within 3% for an angular spread of 

..6.9 
·-= ~. e 

Possible .. systematic _and random er:r<;>rs have been taken into 

consideration in the evaluation of the measured cross sections. 

These include uncertainties in (i) the determination of the photo 

peak ·area of the scattered spect~um (ii) the attenuation coeffi

cients for 59.54 keV photons in the scatterer materials; (iii) the 

value of the .telative scurce strength S; and (iv) the counting 

and measuring sample size and distances. Systematic errors have 

been either exluded effectively or accounted for with appropriate 

co.rrections'. The activity of the main and the reference source 

had an uncertainty _less· than + 9'/o. , and the attenu'ation coeffi

c,tent_s_ .'t.9.r: _29. __ • __ 5_ ~ev photons .w~_re known to ar1 __ accura9y of "'"' 1%.'! ..... 

. 4. 4. Large angle scattering experiment 

For the large angle·differential measurements the Nai 

detector ~~s replaced by a high resolution.intrinsic germanium 

detector and- a configuration with plane scatterer was employed. 

The elastic and inelastic peaks could be separated in the pu,lse 

height spectrum and the elastic scattering cross sections differen

tial in angle were obtained directly. 
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A. Experimental arrangenent 

The experimental arrangenent used for measuring differential 

cross section of elastic (coherent) scattering at the angles 60° -

165° is shown in the Fig. 14. The geometry of the set up utilised 
' 

a configuration with a plane scatterer positioned on the Thales 

circle described between the source and the detector. The angle 

of .. s.catt.ering .. was varied by. rotating the de_tS!ctor about a. vertic.aL 

axis passing through the centre of the scatterer. 

A high degree of collimation of the primary photon beam was 

achieved by using adequate shielding of the source. A conical bore 

was made .through the axis of a lead cylinder and an elaborate 

shielding on all sides of this cylinder was made with the help of 

lead bricks. The 
241

Am source sealed in a cylindrical capsule was 

placed in the lead housing obtained as above, the conical bore in 

the housing having a length of 30 em and a diameter of 2 em. variou 

source to scatterer distances were used but in each case source-to-

scatterer distance ( 1j_ ) and the scatterer-to-detector distance ( · 

were kept equal. Sirrultaneously, the scattering {e) and the 

angle ( r) between the direction of incident bearr. and the scatterer 

were always adjusted so as to satisfy the relation 

:: 
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In our case, --f1 = ""l'2 and so the relation between e and "f was 

always 'f = 8/2. These adjustn.ents were done to rili.nin:ise the 

spread of the scattering angle due to the finite size of the 

sc Ci.tte rer. 

The Ge-detector system (c.rystal specifications : 100 - mm
2 

active area, 7-mm thickness, 3. 5-mm distance from detector to 

crystal window face) used in our measurements has a resolution 

of the order of 176 eV (Full width at half maximum, FWHM) at a 

photcn energy of 5.89 keV. With this and the 241Arn source, a very 

accurate determination of the nurrber of elastically scattered 

photons was possible as these were well separated in the scattered. 

spectrum from the component of inelastically scattered photons. 

B. Method 

At a large scattering angle e , the expression for the 

differential elastic scattering cross section is given by 

4"" Ns St'n. e G (e} 

where N s is the number of scattered photons per second, Nat is the 

nunber of atc·ms in the target, I is the number cf monoenergetic 
0 

photcns that the source emits per second, E is the efficiency and 

Ad the area cf the detector and G ( e ) is a geometrical correction 
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factor fer absorption of incident and scattered photons in the 

target scatterer. The detector. may be placed ·so as to receive 

the photon beam either reflected at or transmitted through th.e 

_clane scatterer. G {e) for the two cases a.re calculated from the 

expressions obtained by Kahane et a1
48

• 

G- (e) 

[ 
1 

_ ;;t ( %Lnt - 7.f.n(e-·I')J }Lt 
S~n (f-8) e 

[ 
for transnission geometry 

1 

for· reflection geometry 

An auxilary experiment was carried out to determine the 

direct photon beam counts NGe by keer.ing the intr.i.nsic Ge

detector at a large distance R from the source. NGe is related 

to the source strength I and the detector parameters through 
0 

The product I
0 

A0 in the expression for cross sect·ion was thus 
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Gee) 

2 
( ~s ) ( '~"1. r2

) ( SW- e) G ce) 
Ge R N~b 

c. Measure~nts : 

Differential elastic scattering cross sections at the angles 

60° - 165° for target atoms .Mo, Co, S.n, E.r., Yb and Ta were measured 

by using an ND 1100 multichannel analyser system coupled to a Ge-

··aetector head at a conversion gain of 1024 with · 512 channels and a 

spectrum storage time in the range 1-100 KS. The target foils used 

had the following dimensions 

Target a to!!} 2 
Area_j£~ Thickness (em) 

Mo 25 o. 01 

Cd 25 o. 005 

Sn 19.63 o.o1 

Er 25 o. 01 
.... ---·-·· ... 

Yb 25 0.01 

Ta 19.63 0.001 

The angle of scattering ( 9) and the angle ( "f') were 

measured very carefully and accurately each tirre by a telescopic 

arrange~nt. Each setting was checked to adjust the source, the 
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scatterer anf.' the cetector in the· s•me hC)rizontal· :pliUle. Background 

reucing .(wi.thout th.e sc-.tterer «t the sc-.tterer holder) wa~ · ah1•ys 
'-, 

taken before anc. ~fter each me«surem:mt. :The. average b<ack(drauno 

result.was subtr~ctec from the. reading obtained With the SCiltterer 

a.t the· position cf the sc-.tterer holder. :·The position of the p•rti

cular channels in the MCA in which the coherent component pe.k 

-.ppeared was tested before •nd · -.fter the experiment to check for 

any chamnel shift. Total nuinber of counts produced by coherently 

scattered T-rays were obtained •s the· sum of channel .contents 

cifter the. subtraction ·of the. b-.ckgrouna as usu-.1. ·The number of 

-channels -was carefully chosen to include the whole photo pe-.k 

a.re a. 

D. Experimental results: 

The results from .the set of el•stic sc-.ttering me-.surements 

using 59.54 keV photons ·are presented in Teble 21 together with 

experirrental errors. The error •rising from the superposition of 

coherent and incoherent peaks in the scattered spectr• w•s comple

tely eliminateo, as is evioent from an spection of .Kg. The system-.t.i 

errors incluc:e uncertainties in the cete:rr' ~·nati"on of .the. photo pe-.k · 

area -.nd uncertainties due to • v•ri•tioh.in the ,detector b-.ckground 
. . 

in the presence and cbsence of sar. ple milteri•ls •. sources of r-.ndom 

errors include st<atistic•l uncert•inty in· coUnting and uncert..:in

ties _in measuring s.•mple sizes, e.ngles ·and dista.J?.ces. All these 

-have been t'aken into ccnsider•tion in the ev•luation of me-.sured 

.. 
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differential cross sections. Systematics errors have either been 

\~'xcluded effectively or accounted for the appropriate corrections. 

Owing- to the finite size of the scatterer .the error· arising in 

measuring a certain scattering angle was negligible (e. g. L1 e = 

+ o. 25 for e = 13 5°) since the angular width of the incident 

photcn beam on the target of finite size was very small (8°). The 

corresponding error in d.6" was + o. 004 b Sr-1 which was also 
cl..R. 

negligible. The errors came in the range of about 4-9%. 
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Table 21 o Measured differential cross sections for elastic 

scattering in barns per atom per steradian 

Element 
z 

42Ho 

48Cd 

68Er 

Scattering 
angle 
(deg) 

60 

90 

135 

165 

90 

135 

165 

60 

90 

135 

60 

135 

150 

165 

Momentum 
trans~er 

q 
{me) 
--

Measured eros s 
b/atom/Sr 

1.406(+0.058) 

0.578{±0.027) 

0.335{+0. 016 

0.427(±0.030) 

o. 997 (+0. 053) 

0.810{±0· 040) 

o. 6"56 (±0· 057) 

1. 780!±0· 076) 

0.826{±0.040) 

0.687(+0.033). 

3. 008{+0.116) 

o. 824) (+0. 032) 

0.937{±0.044) 

0.967{±0.074) 

section 



CHAPTER - 5 

Analysis of the experimental data and i~te£Eretation 

Theories of different photon-atom interaction processes 

have been unc~ergoing constant improvements. Major advances in 

thecry of atomic elastic scattering of photons have been made in 

recent years and are continuing. Computational developments have 

significantly improved the theoretical description of the process. 

On the experinental side, this has been parallelled by repeated 

efforts to acLieve greater and greater accuracy. The past decade 

has. _s~en. _a.:_ C:~I?:~_icerable inprovement in the quality of the data. 

As a consequence of this situation, the quant'itative corrparison 

cf the experirr.ental data with refined theories i~; never exhaustive. 

Nevertheless, with the available experinental data, a relatively 

gcod agreement exists between experiment and theory in the 100 keV 

region of the gamma ray energy. In recent years a good number of 

experinents on Rayleigh scattering in t.his energy region have been 

performed. It is our purpose in this chapter to review in a 

general way the over-all picture with respect to the experimental 

information available on elastic photon. scattering from atoms in 

the perspective of the results of present investigation and the 

achievements that have been made in recent years in the theoretical 

description of the process. 



5.1 Interpretation of-the measured photon~atorn interaction 

cr..oss .section data -: 
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In interpreting the experim;:·,ntal results o~ the total 

photon-atom interuction cross section measurements, we condider 

only the processes which are dominant in the energy region of 

the present work. Consequently,_ we assume that the total photon 

attenuation cross section of an atom is due to the sum of the 

contributions of inelastic (Compton) scattering, elastic {Rayleigh) 

scattering, and the photoelectric processes and this method of 

summation of indivicual photon-atorr, interaction cross sections 

applies to the present measurerr.ent where elemental sample materials 

in the form of thin foils have been used. 

The theoretical whole atom total photcn cross sections 

for various elements at -the photon energies 43 and 59.54 keV 

obtained from the tabulations of Hubbell et al and Schaupp et al 

are pre sen ted in grar.:hs of Figs. 15 -. 16 along with the results 

cf our measurements. These graphs compare our experimental data 

with the corresponding theoretical predictions. A few narrow beam 

photon attenuation experiments at the energies 43 and 59.54 keV 

have been performed in recent years. ~hes~ .. are listed below. 
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Photon energy 
E (keV) 

-------
43 

59.54 

59.54 

59.54 

Authors 

F.Machali et al 

H.K. Hansen and 

K.Parthasarathi 

D. s. Samuel 

Smiles et al 

I. s. Nathuram 

Reference 

J.Phys. F 
17,1279{1987 

z. Phys 

A277 I 331 (1976) 

Ind •. J. Phys 

58A,67(1984) 
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) Targets used 

Al,Cu,Zn, 
Ag,Pt,Au.,Pb 

V, Cu, Mo, 

Sn, u 

Sb,Cs,Sm, 

K,V 

Ind.J .Phys. Be,C,Al,Si, 

S8A, 300(1984) . cu,Pb 

A corrparison of cur measurements with those of others can l:e 

made for corrmon elements : 

E{keV) Element 

43 Au 

59.54 c 

59.54 Si 

59.54 Au 
. ----··· .. -· 

:S9. 5.:1 u 

Measured cross section(barns/atom) 

Our experiment 

3479.81 

3.405 

14.843 

1643.980 
. ... · ... 

2534.460 

Other experiment 

3 541 (F. Mach ali 
· et al) 

3.489 (I.S. 

13.009 ( 

Nathuram 
et al} 

II 

1512.00 (F.Machali 
et al) 

) 

2740.00 (H.K.Hansen 
and .P. 

Parthasarathi) 

Significant discrepancies are observed for the elerrents Au and u. 
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Except for atoms with the lowest atonic numbers, in 

the energy range below 100 keV, the photoelectric effect n··akes 

by far the largest contribution to the total photon cross section. 

Rigorous calculations of photoeffect cross sections using relati-

vistic wave functions have been reported, among others, by Cromer 

and Liberman38 , Storm and Israe154 , and Scofield55 , the latter 

reference being of particular interest in the present work. The 

experimental values of the photoelectric cross sections can be 

extracted from the total photon attenuation cross sections by 

sub-traction of the scattering ·e:ontiibut"ion obtained ·by con-bining·· 

the theoretical cross sections- for coherent (elastic Rayleigh) 

and incoherent (Compton) scattering processes frorr. the tabulations 

of Hubbell et al
1

• The measured photoelectric cross sections at 

the energies 43 and 59.54 key obtained in this way are compared 

with Scofield's theoretical cross sections in Tables 19 • 

For the theoretical calculation Scofield used a relativistic 

Hartree-Slater model of the atom in which the electrons are 

assumed to rrove in the same central potential in both initial 

and final states. The structure of photoionization cross sections 

at the photo energies 43 and 59.54 keV around the K-edges of 

60No (Ek = 43.57 keV) and 69Th (Ek = 59.394 keV) are shown in 

Figs. 17 -18 , where the measured cross sections (labelled a.s 

estimated) are plotted together with Scofield's predictions. It 

can be seen that in the region of atorr.ic binding energies the . -
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.cross section varies wi~h a jump indicating the absorption 

edge. 

OUr exp: rin ental data and their interpretation given 

above show that-

1. When several systematic errors are eliminated (narrely, the 

_ sanple area density is determined accurately, gooo geometry 

is ensured by requiring rigorous collimation, and proper 

account of photon scattering is made) attenuation experiments 

using transmission technique give fairly accurate results with 

low energy photons on low, intermediate, and high z elements. 

2. The presently available theoretical knowledge of atomic 

Rayleigh and incoherent scattering cross section~, which 

perrri t their being subtracted f ron the total cross sections, 

lead to accurate photoelectric cross sections. 

3. The theoreti~:al· calculation of photoelectric cross sections 

by Scofield cf6es well even in the region of atomic bincJing 

energies and the behaviour of experin.ental cross sectioD 

. around the K-edges .is ··found to be- as predicted in _the theory. 

5.2 Analysis of the £resent law energy photon scatterinq 

~xperiments and other recent measurements: 

In this section we use the results from the set of our 

-complete measure.ments on elastic- scattering of 59.54 keV photons 

,, 
••• J 
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on target elenent.s in the range of. Z between 29 - 82 at the 

. 0 0 
scattering angles 5 - 165 for comparison with ·theory. 

Investigations on the elastic scattering of photons by 

electrons in atoms have been-taking place for a great many years. 

Repeated att~rr:pts, both theoretical and experirr.ental, have been 

made over years t'o obtain <3ata with high accuracy. A· comprehensive 

su.rv~·y· of the current status of theoretical and experimental 
. - ~~ : . 

stud-ies of elastic photon scat't:,eri~g in the soft gamma ray energy 
. . .__;:_ - . . ·. . . . . . . . 4 

regioi1 has,· been made recent·ly by P.P. Kane et al •. In the photon 

energy. range from a few· keVs to tens of keVs where anomalous· 

scattering is likely to occur duE;! to proximity of the atomic 

abs;o~_tion eqges, the i!lformation available at present cannot be 

· considered· adequate and it is apparent that there remains much 

scope for systematic measurement and comparison with the state-of

the-art theoretical catculations •. It is our: intention to present 

here a discussion of the .angu~ar distribution of the atomic 

Rayleigh scatte.ring· of pho-t::ons with major emphasis ·on the near 

threshold behaviour. For .the analysis intended, we have included 

. the· experimental· results of .. sorne ·recen't· high .. ·precis·ion measurements 

together with our present measurements.· 

The cross·sections included in the data base that we have 

constructed for comparison with theory have been· acquired from 

the following experiments reported in the literature: 

'• '· 



(i) M. Schurna.cher56, E = 411~8 keV 

{ .:i.i) F. Smend. et a.i 57 , E = 28.0 keV 
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(iii) 
·sa .tv:r. Schumache·r· ·and A. Stoffregen , E = 59.54 keV 

. . 59 
(iv) M.S. Prosad,~t. a1 1 E = 145 keV 

. . . 60 
(v) N. Ramanat!lan>et al , E = 244.7, 344.3 and 443.9 keV 

. . ~ 61 
(vi) s. de Barros et a1 1 E =. 145 keV 

. . 62 
{vii) J. Eichler arid s. de Barros , E = 59.54 keV 

. . . 29 
(viii) D. Bradley and A.M. Ghose ., E = 280 kev· 

(ix) J.P. Lestcne et a163 , E = 344 keV 
· ·- ·· · ·---·-· ·· · ·· · ·3o·· -~-· .... 

(x) Sidappa et al , . E = 84. 3 keV 

(xi) G.Y,. Raju et a164, E = 84~3 keV · 

The cross sections, both theoretical and experimental, are 

expressed in units of Thomson cross section per electron 

::. ·cbarns/electron_7 · 

and displayed as a function of the momentum transfer _q given by 
. ·J .. 

cv = 2 K s&.W 9 
- R. 

' . 

;( (~) ' @ {wve J = .Swv 
2 

. ;.- ·_· -

·in Figs. 19 .... '2 5 • The: exatr.ination of the .cross secetJ.on as a 

function 'of momentum transfer allowed the experimental data of 

various measurements on ~ommon targets to be cons.idered even though 
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the photon energies employed and the range of scattering angles 

investigated were different. 

The graphs of Figs. 19 - 2:2 compare the experimental 

cross section data with the numerical s-matrix predictions of 

Kisse -Pratt.- Roy (labelled as KPR) obtained from the tables 

included in the review article by Kane et al. The comparison 

shows generally good agreement between theoretical calculations 

and the experimental data. In Figs 23 - 2.5 we have used two 

theoretical models for comparison with experiment, namely, the 

s matrix KPR calculations and the relativistic form factor cal-

culations corrected for forward angle dispersion terms of Creagh 

and McAuley (labelled as RFF + CM). As can be seen from the graphs, 

the experimental results show, in general, good agreement with 

RFF + CM predictions which nearly coincide with the second order 

perturbation calculations of KPR. 

Trying to look for a systematic trend, if there is any, 

in the discrepancy between theory·and experiment we have examined 

the dependence of the deviation 8 of experimental cross section 

from the corresponding theoretical KPR value (boizb expressed in 
~~ . ~ . 

units of ~ barns/electron) on the ··rromentum transfer q in me 

unit. In Figs2b-30 we have plotted 8 as a function of q for 

each of the several values of E/Ek (ratio of the incident photon 
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energy to the target K - edge energy). In Figs 31~32, on the 

other hand, S values have been plOtted against E/Ek for the 

scattering angles 20° and 150°. In S vs q curves,. however, we 

have not included all the cross section results of experimental 

measurerrents mentioned earlier. With a view to examining the data; 

pcints with reference to the respe~tive E/Ek values in the differeni 

regions ·Of the q distribution we have chosen the·aata pcints from. 

the results of measurements by various groups corresponding to a 

few representative q values from different regions. No attempt 

has been made to eliminate anomalcus data sets. 

An examination of the graphs reveals ;the following ge.neral 

trends. 

1. For incident photcn energies above the K-edges. of target 

atoms {E/Ek) 1) theoretical S - matrix predictions of KPR 

appear to be in close agreer: ent with experimental results • 

.. _Expe:=,r:t~P:t. ¢loes. not generally distinguish between KPR calcula~ 
~ . ·- ~- ...... · .... . . . - .... -· -

. ·' 

ticns and the cispersion corrected form factor theory (RFF + .. ' 

2. 

CM). 

At photon energies with E/Ek ) 1 and in the rr;omentum transfer 

region q > 0.1 me, the experimental data pcints show better 

agre·errent with the predictions of the theory. 

3. The experinental data exhibit larger deviations from theory 

for E/Ek < 1 and at rr;omenturn transfers q ( 0.1 me. 
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4. The points with E/Ek ) 1 and at backward scattering. angles 

agree reasonably well with theory. Significant deviations 

frcm theory seem to occur at fc:rward scattering angles, 

particularly for E/Ek < 1. 

5. At photon energies very nearly equal to the K-edge energy 

(E/Ek ~ 1) the experimental data are lacking. Our elastic 

... scatte.ring rr;e.asurem_(:nt~ .. OP. 68E:r:_ {~_/Ek =. -~·035)_at the_ aJ:l9.".~es 

60° - 150° showed that the results were 5 - 15% lower than 

the theoretical KPR cross sections over the· who_le range of 

scattering angles. P.P. Kane et a1 65 have reported measure

ments on 82Pb with E/Ek = 1 at the angle 125° in which they 

obtained a cross section about 40% larger th~n the value 

predicted by the KPR theory. 

we have further examined the sirrpler form factor theories 

for the description of atonic Rayleigh scattering of photons 
.. 

by the low, intermediate, and high Z atoms by comparing with 

experiments the cal.culations based on (i) the tabulations of 

non-relativistic form factors (NRFF); {ii) the tabulations of 

relativistic form factors (RFF); and {iii) the tabulations of 

modified relativistic form factors. Of late there has been growing 

interest to explain highly accurate experimental data by the use 

of dispersion corrections arising frcm the anomalous scattering 

in the region of atomic binding energi~s. \~hile examining the 

status of agreement between the sinplistic theories and the 
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experiment, the anomalous scattering factor prec;!ictions ·in ·the 

RFF + CM rr.odel were also considered. 

Comparisons of various· sets of theoretical cross sections 

with the experimental data are shown in Figs 33 -35 , while 

in Fgis 3 b - 39 the usefulness of dispersion corrections in 

improving the fcrm factor apprcxirr.ation to Rayleigh scattering 

calculations near absorption edges has been illustrated. ~s has 

mentioned earlier in chapter 2, generally in the low energy gamma 

ray region MRFF has been more successful than RFF ·and NRFF in 

reproducing Rayleigh amplitudes predicted in the S - martix 

formalism. The experirrental values are in good agreerrent with each 

of the NRFF, RFF and MRFF theories in case of low Z elements. But 

for high Z elements the experimental results. are found to be in 

better.agreement with MRFF theory. The RFF theoretical results are· 

found to be rr;uch larger. As for the anomalous scattering factor 

predictions we observe from the comparison curves in Figs 36-31-

that the RFF calculations in conjunction with the dispersion 

ccrrections of Creagh and .McAuley (RFF +. CM) give cross sections. 

' that are not much distinguished by experiment from the KPR values.· 

The uncorrected RFF results give clearly poorer predictions. It 

follows that at energies close.to the atomic absorption edges the 

dispersion corrections applied to form factors bring about signi-

ficant improvement over the uncorrected form factor calculations 

of Rayleigh scattering. 
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Although accurate low photcn energy experiments have 

been performed in recent years using advanced detection capabi-

lities, experimental elastic scattering cross section data in the 

region within several eVs of atomic edges are very few. Only one 

such experirrent using radioactive gamma ray source can be mentioned. 

65 i 
In their experiment using 88.03 keV gamma rays, Kane et al have 

measured cross sections for the elastic scattering at 125° on 

gold (Ek = 80.713 keV), lead (Ek = 88.001 keV) ~d bismuth (Ek = 

90.521 keV). T_hey_ have foup.d significan-t:: deviations between 

experiment and existing theoretical calculations nea~ K-shell 

thresholds of high Z elements. Anomalous scat:tering has recently 

become accessible to measurement with high degree of precision. 

The novelty of instrumentation responsible for this. is in the use 

of synchrotron radiation as the· source of photonso A notable 

feature of the synchrotron source is the ability to vary the 

incident photon energy. In a recent experirrent using linearly 

polarized synchrotron X-rays with energies in the region E = 21.2 

- 43.7 keV, Srr.end et ~131 have measured polarized differential crJs 
ct6" 2 . · I 

. sec!:ic_~_s ·d.-.n.J..-- .=-IA.L \ · ·~oz:-_ ~-~x;9e ang_l; __ ~las~i.c scattering of_ .IS.J:" ..... ·r 

and Xe. In the case of Xe, ·the energy region close to the K-she 11 

bind1"~(Ek = 34. 56 keV) was investigated in detail. ·The experi11;1enta~ 
I 

results were found to agree well with the theoretical predictions 

based upon the nurr.erical ene.rgy-shifted second order S-matrix 

theory and with high energy lirrit corrected anomalous scattering 

factor predictions. The relativistic single particle central 

potential does not predict inner shell atcmic thresholds with an 
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accuracy better than about 1%. To improve the S-matrix predictions 

within about 1 keV of atomic thresholds, an energy scaling procedu: 

has been proposec. It is clairred that this procedure wc.uld e'xtend 

the usefulness of s-matrix predictions closer to the atomic thres-

holds. 

5. 3· Conclusions 

'de now summarize the main aspects cf the results of 

found most important when preparing the thesis. 

1. The experinental results, in general, overwhelmingly support 

the nun~rical s- matrix theory of Kissel, Pratt and Roy.of 

the different form factor fornulations, the experirr.ental 

values are generally smaller than the RFF calculations and 

show agreen.ent with NRFF calculations •. The ~RFF calculations 

seem to be in closer agreerr,ent nearly coinciding with IPR 

predictions in case of high Z elements. 

2. The agreement between theory and experiment is apparently 

better in the region of photon energies (E) above the K-shell 
inj 

bind~energies (Ek) of target atoms at the mmmentum transfers 

beyond 0.1 me. There is a trend of poorer agreen.ent for 

E/Ek < 1 at the ·momentum transfers below 0.1 me •. 
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3. The experin ents are in reasonable accord with theory at 

large scattering angles. A systematic departure frorr. agreement; 

is apparent 2t small angles of scattering. 

4. For photon energies close to the ·K-absorption edges vf target 

atoms, dispersion corrections arising from the anomalous 

scattering are important. Theoretical predictions using the 

F~F plus the angle independent dispersion correction terms 

f • and f 11 of Creagh and :t-1cAuley are found to be not much 

distinguished by experiment frcm the S-matrix predictions of 

KPR. RFF p.recJictions without corrections for anomalous 

scattering are found to be clearly inferior. 

5. It appears that the numerical s-matrix forrr:alisrn adequately 

treats the Rayleigh scattering·even at energies close to the 

atonic K - shell binc'iing energies. This finding by experimenta· 

lists is common cnly within the general trend, showing 

deviations in details. It is clear that more experimental 

and theoretical work will be necessary to solidify our 

knowledge in the energy region close to the atomic shell 

edges. 

I 
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Study of anomalous dispersion in elastic scattering of 59.5 keV 
photons at K-absorption edges of target atoms 
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Abstract. Elastic scattering cross sections of photons at large angles for target atoms with 
K-absorption edge energy near 59.5 keY have been calculated using the anomalous disper
sion model. The results calculated for representative target atoms have been compared 
with the results. obtained from exact numerical partial-wave "methods of Kissel and co
workers and our new experimental results. 

1. Introduction 

An investigation to examine dispersion in elastic scattering of photons near K-absorp
tion edges of target· atoms has been undertaken in view of the fact that exact numerical 
partial-wave cross sections in the model of.Kissel et al (1986) are not-yet available at 
all K-shell thr:eshold energies of target atoms near 59.5 keV. We have applied a 
dispersion relation known as the Kramers-Kronig relation with the optical theorem 
to obtain differential elastic scattering cross sections near K-shell threshold energies; 
and have compared these theoretical results with our experimental res11;lts on several 
target atoms; particularly on 68Er whose K-edge energy is very close to 59:5 ke V. Similar 
investigations have been 'published by Schumacher and Stoffregen (1977). However, 
there are differences between our work and the previous work of Schumacher and 
Stoffregen (1977) in respect of target atoms and scattering angles and the evaluation 
of anomalous dispersion factors. In the previous work the trend of the dispersion 
effect only at an angle of 150° was demonstrated and was compared with experimental 
results. But we hav~ theoretically calculated the values of differential elastic scattering 
cross sections of photons of energy 59.5 keV for several target atoms at various large 
angles. Also we have compared the results with the calculated results of Kissel et al 
(1986) for common elements and scattering angle and also compared with our present 
experimental result~. Several compilations of theoretical coherent photon-atom scatter
ing factors are available for use in calculating the interactions of radiation with matter. 
We have used the values of real and anomalous scattering factors from compilations 

. of Creagh and McAuley (1989) and values of relativistic atomic scattering factors (f0 ) · 

from the compilations of Hubbell and Overbo (1979). 

t Guest researcher. 
t University Service and Instrumentation Centre, North Bengal University. 
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2. Experimental details 

The experimental arrangement and the method used to measure the scattering cross 
sections at large angles arec'the same as those described in our earlier work (Nandi 
et al 1987). Only a schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in 
figure 1. The 241Am (59.5 keV) source was placed in a lead housing of size 46 cmx 
46 em x 56 em in order to ensure that no direct beam o( gamma rays could enter the 
detector. The housing had a conical bore 30 em in length and 2 em in diameter. 

While in our previous measurements (Nandi eta/ 1987) we tried to perform the 
whole set of experiments with scattering angle from 60° to 165° with the help of a 
single experimental set-up, in the present measurements a second set-up was designed 
for target element 68Er for scattering angles up to 135°. In this second set-up additional 
shielding provision has been made. The collimating system has been improved by 
increasing the thickness of the lead housing over that in the first set-up. The size of 
the lead housing in the second set-up for scattering angles up to 135° was 66 em x 66 em x 
76 em. The 30 em long and 2 em diameter bore conical beam collimating system 
remained unaltered. 

The increased thickness of the lead housing could not be used for scattering angles 
150° arid 165° because the finite size of the liquid-nitrogen dewar of the germanium 
detector put a limit on the maximum thickness of the lead housing. The dimensions 
of the target foils are given in table 1. 

A representative example of a scattered spectrum, illustrating the complete separ
ation of coherent scattering from incoherent scattering, is given in figure 2. 

Scatterer -------

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement. 



3. Errors 
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Table I. Target foil dimensions. 

Target atom Area (cm2
) Thickness (em) 

Mo 25 0.01 
Sn 19.63 0.01 
Cd 25 0.005 
Er 25 O.Ql 
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Figure 2. Spectrum of 59.5 keV photons scattered by Er through an angle IJ = 60° (upper 
curve) and empty target background (lower curve). 

The error ansmg from the superposition of coherent and incoherent peaks in the 
scattered spectrum was completely eliminated, as is evident from an inspection of 
figure 2. Possible systematic and random errors have been taken into consideration 
in the' evaluation of the measured differential cross sections. The systematic errors 
include uncertainties in the determination of the photo-peak area of the scattered 
spectra and uncertainties due to a variation in the detector background in the presence 
and absence of sample materials. Sources of random errors include statistical uncer
tainty in counting and uncertainties in measuring sample sizes, angles and distances. 
Systematic errors have either been excluded effectively or accounted for with appropri
a.te corrections. Owing to the finite size of the scatterer the error arising in measuring 
a certain scattering angle is negligible (e.g. flO= ±0.25° for 0 = 135°) since the angular 
width of the incident photon beam on the target of finite size is very small (8°). The 
corresponding error in da'/d!l is ±0.004 b sr-1

, which is also negligible. The errors 
are in the range of about 4-9%. 

.. 
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4. Results 

Results from the set of measurements using 59.5 keY photons are shown in figure 3 
and are also presented in table 2 together with experimental errors and recent theoretical 
and experimental data at the same energy. In table 3 results of the theoretical differential 
cross sections, calculated in the dispersion model, are presented. 

5. Discussion 

3.6 

3.2 

2.8 

2.4 

' ~ VI 

2.0 

c: 
"0 

1.6 t; 
"0 

1.2 

0.8 

0.4 
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+ + 
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40 80 120 160 200 
a (degl 

Figure 3. Differential elastic scattering cross sections of Er computed with the help of 
dispersion theory compared with experimental results at different scattering angles: --, 
our theoretical results;. e, present measurements. 

The whole photon-atom differential elastic scattering cross section is expressed simply 
as 

(1) 

where f is the atomic scattering factor, r0 = e2 I mc2 is the classical electron radius and 
(} is the scattering angle. The atomic scattering factor is defined as 

J= fo(q)+l).f'+il).f". (2) 

The atomic scattering factor for a radial charge number density is 

fcc sin(qr) 2 fo(q)=47T 
0 
p(r)~r dr (3) 

and 

liq = 2( liw/ c) sin((} /2) (4) 
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Table 2. Comparison of our theoretical results of differential elastic scattering cross sections 
with experimental results and theoretical results of Kissel eta/ (1986). 

du/d.!1 (bsr-1) 

Theoretical Expt results of 
Scattering Schumacher and 
angle,() Kissel et al Stoffregen 
(deg) Our calc. (1986) Present expt (1977) 

60 1.33 1.32 1.406 ( ±0.058) 1.28 (5) 
90 0.502 0.499 0.578 ( ±0.027) 0.513 (20) 

135 0.345 0.331 0.335 ( ±0.016) 0.341 (13) 
165 0.343 0.338 0.427 ( ±0.030) 

60 1.86 1.86 1.78 (±0.076) 1.90"(8) 
90 0.819 0.824 0.826 (±0.040) 0.844 (34) 

135 0.677 0.661 0.687 ( ±0.033) 0.679 (25) 

90 0.745 0.748 0.997 (±0.053) 
135 0.585. 0.568 0.810 (±0.040) 
165 0.585 0.583 0.656 ( ±0.057) 

60 3.53 3.008 (±0.116) 
135 0.993. 0.824 (±0.032) 
150 1.09 0.937 (±0.044) 
165 1.16 0.967 (±0.074) 

a The result~ for 68Er particularly at a·ngles 60° and 135° in our previous paper were different, presumably 
due to some uncertainty in scattering angle measurements and background effect. 

Table 3. Calculated values of differential elastic scattering cross section for 59.5 keV 
·photons. 

du / d.!1 (b sr-1
) 

() X 

(deg) (A-I) 54Xe (34.56)" 63 Eu (48.52) 66Dy (53.79) 68 Er (57.49) 70 Yb (61.33) 73Ta (67.42) 

0 0 2.33 (+2)b 3.09 (+2) 3.33 (+2) 3.44 (+2) 3.590 (+2) 4.030 (+2) 
30 1.24 1.59 (+1) 2.05 (+1) 2.10 (+1) 2.04 (+1) 2.000 (+1) 2.525 (+1) 
60 2.40 2.079 3.533 3.709 3.53 3.002 4.415 
9Q 3.39 0.832 1.135 1.104 1.02 0.533 1.038 

120 4.16 0.682 0.993 0.938 0.827 0.255 0.602 
135 4.42 0.733 1.109 1.054 0.993 0.256 0.632 
150 4.63 0.761 1.203 1.151 1.090 0.246 0.640 

a Figures in parentheses after element symbol indicate K-shell threshold energy values (keV). 
b Figures in parentheses after cross section values mean powers of 10. 

is the momentum transferred to the atom in the scattering process. In terms of linear 
photon polarisations, there exist two independent scattering amplitudes. We use the 
notation Au and A~ to indicate the scattering amplitudes for photons of polarisation 
parallel and perpendicular respectively to the plane of scattering. We may write the 
elastic scattering cross sections for scattering of unpolarised incident photons as 

(5) 
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Since the angular dependences of anomalous scattering factors are small at large angles, 
forward-angle ( (} = 0) anomalous scattering. factors are used without modification at 
other angles. In terms of linear photon polarisations we can write 

ReA~= -(f0 +tJ.f') Re Af= (ReA~) cos 0 

Im A~= -tJ.f" Im Af = (Im A~) cos 0. 

In the case of forward-angle scattering tJ.f" is given by the optical theorem as 

(J) 

tJ.f"(w) =-- u h(w) 
47Tr0 c P 

and tJ.f' by the classical dispersion theory as 

(6) 

tJ.f'(w) =-!- P Joo w'2:ph(~') dw' (7) 
27T r0 c w• w - w 

where u ph(w) is the photoelastic cross section and P indicates the principal value of 
the integral. 

In calcu1ating the theoretical values of differential elastic scattering cross sections 
we have used the values of relativistic atomic scattering factors (/0) compiled by · 
Hubbell and Overbo (1979) and the values of anomalous scattering factm:s as compiled 
by Creagh and McAuley (1989). Our computed differential cross section results based 
on dispersion theory and experimental cross section results are compared with the 
computations of Kissel et ·a{ (1986) based on an exact numerical partial-wave method 
within the independent-electron model of the atom, in table 2. A study of table 2 
shows that, although certain assumptions are involved in our calculation in the disper
sion model, excellent agreement exists between our computed results based on disper
sion theory and the modem computer-aided rigorous calculations of Kissel et al (1986). 
As an easy and ready method for calculating the differential elastic scattering cross 
sections of different target elements at different scatt'ering angles, the technique based 
on the dispersion model is an adequate one even when exact results in the model of -~ 
Kissel et al (1986) are not available for target atoms of interest. This has happened 
in the case of 68Er with K-shell binding energy 57.49 keVin the present work, which 
has demonstrated the usefulness of calculations based on the dispersion model par-
ticularly at K-shell threshold energies. Some theoretical results of differential elastic 
scattering cross sections of representative target atoms from our ongoing research 
programmes have been included in this paper. A closet study of table 2 shows tha:t 
theoretical and experimental results agree with each other better when scattering angles 
are very large (for example 150° and 165°) and in cases where the K-edge energy of 
the target element is closer to the incident photon energy, as in the case of 68Er. This 
is also in accordance with the findings of Tirsell et al (1975). This again indicates that 
the dispersion effect is dominant when- the incident photon energy is -close to the 
K-edge energy of the target atoms and for large scattering angles. In figure 3 the results 
of the differential cross sections, comp-uted with the help of dispersion theory, are 
plotted at different angles for the target element 68Er together with our experimental 
data points. Within the limits of the experimental errors and theoretical approxima-
tions, data points follow the general trend of the theoretical curve. The trend of the 
variation of the 59.5 keV photon differential cross section with atomic n~mber of the 
target atoms considered is shown with the present data points in figure 4. Further 
measurements to test such cross section variation at 59.5 keV have been undertaken 
by the present workers. 
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Figure 4. Variation of differential cross section of elemental targets for 59.5 keY photons 
at a scattering angle IJ = 135°: --,theoretical curve; e, experimental points. 
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Small-angle scattering of photons at low energies 
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The results of a new set of photon-atom scattering measure~ents in a low momentum-transfer region (0.02-0.04 me) for 
medium- and high-Z elemental scatterers in the form offoils are presented. A comparison with the theoretical results based on the 
Thomas-Fermi model for the incoherent scattering components and the numerical S-matrix predictions for the coherent 
Rayleigh-scattering amplitudes are also given. The present series of measurements fills a gap in the region of low momentum 
transfer that has not been covered by other recent scattering experiments. 

On presente les resultats d'un nouvel ensemble de mesures sur Ia diffusion, dans Ia region des faibles transferts d'impulsion 
(0.02-0.04 me), des photons par des atomes de z moyen et eleve, les diffusers etant sous forme de feuillets, en meme temps que 
des resultats theoriques bases sur le modele Thomas-Fermi pour Ia composante de diffusion incoherente et sur les predictions 
numeriques de la matrice S pour les amplitudes de diffusion Rayleigh coherente. Cette serie de mesures vient combler un vide 
dans la region des faibles transfers d'impulsion que n'a pas ete couverte par les autres experiences de diffusion effectuees 
recemment. 

Can. J. Phys. 66, 987 (1988) 

1. Introduction 

The theoretical methods for calculating both coherent and 
incoherent scattering of low-energy photons in X-ray and-y-ray 
regions have recently been improved significantly. Very accu
rate results have been obtained through the use of modem 
computers. For example, the calculation of elastic photon 
scattering cross sections in the energy range 100 keV-10 MeV 
by Kissel and Pratt ( 1) are purported to be the best available so 
far. However, these calculations have not yet been tested at 
smaller scattering angles to cover a wide range of momentum 
transfer at lower photon energies. A new set of scattering 
measurements in the angular range so -20° has been carried out 
at a photon energy of 59.54 keV for intermediate- and high-Z 
elements to test the theories of both coherent and incoherent 
photon scattering processes at small angles. 

..._ 2. Experimental arrangement for very small angle scattering 

-· The typical small-angle geometry used in the experimental 
arrangement (shown in Fig. 1) permitted scattering measure
ments to be made at small angles that could not otherwise be 
measured, owing to the dead space caused by the straight 
primary photon beam from the source. The straight part of the 
conical primary beam was absorbed by the brass stopper, and 
the detector was completely within the shadow of the stopper·. 
The fractional solid angle from the source-detector to the annular
ringscattererwaslimitedtotherange2.2 X 10-3 -8.5 X 10-3 

for a scattering angle range of 5°-20°. In the geometry shown, 
the distance between the source and scatterer and between the 
scatterer and the detector were both in the range 1-1.6 m. 
Annular scatterers with an outer diameter of 5 em and a 
scattering width of -1 em had thicknesses in the range 
0.01-0.10 mm. The 241 Am disc source that was used had an 
active diameter of 4.2 mm. The shieldings and the double-cone 
stopper, designed to minimize scattering from them, were 
arranged to reduce the detector background material within the 
geometry of the setup. 

At a scattering angle of 8, the expression for the total 
(coherent + incoherent) differential scattering cross section is 

'Also affiliated with University Bachelor of Training and Evening 
College, Cooch Behar, India. 

2Revision received March 25, 1988. 
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given by 

c Ar 
cr(8) = -S-exp (!J.t/cos <f>) cm2

• atm- 1 • sr- 1 

Cr NM 

C is the number of photons that are scattered by the scatterer per 
second at an angle 8; C r is the mean number of photons detected 
per second from a similar weak reference source placed at 
different parts of the scatterer; S is the strength of the main 
source relative to the weak reference source; A is the atomic 
weight of the scatterer material; N is Avogadro's number; r (em) 
is the source-to-scatter mean distance; M (g) is the mass of the 
scatterer; IJ. ( cm2 · g -I) is the attenuation coefficient of the 
scatterer material for incident primary photons; t (g ·em - 2

) is 
the thickness of the annular-ring scatterer; and <!> is the mean 
angle between the lines joining the source to the scatterer and 
the source to the detector . 

3. Experimental details 

3 .1 . Measurement of the differential cross sections 
The small-angle differential measurements were made using 

an ND 1100 multichannel analyzer system coupled to a 2.5 em 
X 2.5 em Na1(Tl) scintillation detector head at a conversion 
gain of 1024 with 512 channels and spectrum storage times in 
the range 4-100 ks. A 241Am (59.54 keV; 10.mCi, 1 Ci = 37 
GBq) source was used in the measurements on the following 
scattering atoms: copper, tin, silver, tantalum, gold, and lead. · 
The scattering materials were very pure and in the form of thin 
foils; scattering counts were taken for a minimum of 10 ks. For 
example, at a scattering angle of 17:7° for the lead scatterer, the 
total count recorded was 7.00 X 106 . The photons scattered at 
such small scattering angles could not be spectrally analyzed to 
separate the incoherent component, and total scattering counts 
only were determined with a statistical error of 1%. 

3.2. Experimental cross section, corrections and errors 
The measured differential cross sections at small angles 

(5°-20°) are presented in tabular form (Table 1) together with 
the theoretical results for the differential cross sections. The 
experimental results for Cu, Ag, Sn, Ta, Au, and Pb cover a 
momentum transfer range of 0.018-0.037 me. 

The corrections applied to the experimental cross-section 
data included (i) a sample-dependent background and (ii) the 
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finite angular width at each scattering angle in the range 
0.5°-2°. The former needed a correction of up to 5%. The 
sample-dependent background absorbed in the sample was 
obtained from -B.(l - j.Lt), where 1-1 is the attenuation 
coefficient (2). B. was found from the same measurements at two 
scatterer thicknesses, and the scattering counts were corrected 
accordingly. The correction for the angular spread was obtained 
by determining the form of the variation of the theoretical 
differential cross section with respect to the angle in the range 
1 o -20°; the correction was found to be within 3% for an angular 
spread of ae;e =;f. 

Possible systematic and random errors have been taken into 
account in the evaluation of measured cross sections. These 
include uncertainties in (i) the determination of the photopeak 
area of the scattered spectra, (ii) the attenuation coefficients for 
59.5 keY photons in the scatterermaterials, (iii) the value of the 
relative source strengthS, and (iv) the counting and measuring j 
sample size and distances. Systematic errors have been either 
excluded effectively or accounted for with appropriate correc
tions. The activity of the main and reference sources had an 
uncertainty less than ±5%, and the attenuation coefficients for 
59.5 ke V photons were known to an accuracy of -1%. The 
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FIG. 2. Differential scattering cross sections of59.54 keY photons. 
The results of the present measurements (0) are compared with- the 
earlier measurements of Schumacher and Stoffregen (9) (Ll) and Eichler 
and de Barros (10) (D) and with the best theoretical values of Kissel 
(3) (-). 

counting errors for most of the measurements were within 1%. 
Errors due to differences in sample size, etc. have been kept to a 
minimum in all measurements. 

4. Theoretical scattering cross section 
4.1. Coherent scattering cross section 

At the photon energy in question, the elastic scattering of 
photons by bound atomic electrons (Rayleigh scattering) entirely 
dominates the scattering process. Very accurate numerical 
results for Rayleigh scattering are now available from the most 
recent extensive numerical computation of Rayleigh-scattering 
amplitude data by Kissel (3). Many of these results, which have 
not yet been experimentally tested, ar~ used in the present 
analysis; see Table 1. 

4.2. Incoherent scattering cross section 
In the absence of an exact theory of incoherent (INC) 

scattering for a heavy atom, the effect of many electrons is taken 
into account through 

<TINc(O) = <TKN(O) S(q,Z) 

where <TINdO) is the differential whole-atom cross section 
expressed as a product of the Klien-Nishima cross section 
<TKN(O) and the incoherent scattering factor S(q,Z), a function 
of the momentum transfer q in the scattering process and the 
atomic number Z. According to the Thomas-Fermi statistical 
model (TF), which is better for heavy atoms, the scattering 
factor is given by Heisenberg (4). The exact TF values for S 
have been used for the computation of <TINdO). In addition, 

S(q,Z) values have been computed from the compilation of 
Hubbel et al. (5), based on the most accurate self-consistent 
field (SCF) Hatree-Fock wave function of many-electron atoms 
under complete exchange. The differential cross sections co_m~ 
puted in the manner indicated above are shown in Table 1. 

5. Discussion 
The measured total-differential cross section at the momentum

transfer region (0.02-0.04 me) is taken as the sum of the 
coherent Rayleigh-scattering component and the incoherent 
scattering component. The incoherent scattering contribution is 
evaluated by utilizing the incoherent scattering factor S( q ,Z), 
based on the model of the atom, and the coherent scattering 
component is determined by utilizing the numerical Rayleigh
scattering amplitudes obtained by the Pittsburgh group (1984). 
In addition to the present set of measurements, some other 
recent measurements (e.g., Bradley and Ghosh (6, 7) and 
Taylor et al. (8)) in the overlapping momentum-transfer region 
exist; if we compare these two sets of measurements, we find a 
general consistency between the results for common elements at 
the same momentum transfer. A demonstration of such consis
tency is given in Fig. 2, where results of measurements from 
Schumacher and Stoffregen (9) and Eichler and de Barros (10) 
at higher momentum transfers are plotted. The agreement with 
the theory, however, becomes poorer at smaller scattering 
angles. A major discrepancy exists in case of 73Ta at smaller 
scattering angles. Similar differences have been reported by 
Gaspar eta/. (11). If one seeks to explain this difference, one 
has to take into account the effect of the arrangement of atoms in 
the scatterer foil. A new set of experiments using scatterer foils 
prepared by different techniques is being organized by the 
authors of this paper. In a recent paper, Gaspar et al. (12) have 
explained this effect at angles of :520° in terms of the 
polycrystalline nature of the crystal. 
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Photon allenuation eros~ sections han :•::!::1 mc;~sured from time to time using r<tdioactive isotopes as photon sources in 
v;u ious /!<'OIIIctrics. There arc, hllWei'CL ;·;.:·:·nsistcacics between the ineasurcd values ar.d the available tabulated values of 
attenuation cocflicicnts based (JIJ differ~.. :;,eoretical models. The measured vulucs arc p<trticularly deficient f11r photon 
energies in the neighbourhood of the A'-~;c::i t>inding energies <>f :~ttcnuatur clements. With the objective of filliug such g;tps 
in the experimental data as well. a~ impro;·n!f the data of earlier measurements, we have undertaken the present measurements 
in the energy region 43-1330 KeV. 1k :neasurements are made with the transmission technique using aNal detector in· 
the "good geometry," in which no gamn:t-;ay photon scattered from the absorber at an angle greater than 0.3° can reach 
.the dctertor. Results covering the elemen:' -T-om Z = 6-92 arc presented and compared with the tabulated values of Hubbell 
1'1 a/. and Schaupp 1'1 a/. 

Lcs sec! ions efl1caccs d'aucnuation ph:mmique ont cte rnesurces de temps en temps en utilisant des isotopes radioactifs 
c.nmmc des sources de photons dans de5 f•.!:,mctries varices. II y a cependant des inconsistances entre les valeurs mesurces 
et lcs valeurs di~ponibles dans les tabb ll! coefficients d'aucnuation bases sur differents modcles thcoriques. Les valeurs 
mcsurces sont particuliercment deficicnte~ ;o-:1ur les photons dont l'energie est dans le voisinagc des energies de liaison de Ia 
couche K des clements attcnuateurs. Ave~ - :1bjectif de combler de tel vides dans les doimees experimcntalcs aussi bien que 
d"amcliorcr lcs donnees des experience< :n::cedentes, nous avons entrepris lcs prescntcs mesurcs dans Ia gamme d'cnergic 
all ant de 43-1330 KeY. Lcs mesurcs ~:·n effectuces par Ia technique de t:-ansmissiun utilisant un detcctcur Nal dans Ia 

. « honnc gcomcrrie "· oil aucun photon r:mma diffuse dans lc niateriel absorbant a un angle plus grand que 0.3• ne pcut 
attcindre le dctccteur. De~ rcsultats cou\~n~: lcs clements de Z == 6-92 sont 1m!sentes et compares avec lcs valeurs tabu lees 
de lluhlle11 et a/. and Schaupp eta/. 

('an. J. J'h.I'S. hH, 2·1~ ( 19<1()) 

l. Introduction 
. The theoretical" treatment and numerical CIXiiJ?;;~tation of var-

. i<~us plwtori-al<im interaction processes has. ll!'..:eived a ·great 
de~! of ·attention with m()dCt:n computers in r'le last two dcc
:tJ..:-s. The treatment (lf photon clastic scattc:-n:g from atoms 
u<-ing the independent particle model of the a; :rr:: with the rela
tp·istic self-consi.~tcnt ccntml potential ha• ?'·•·en improved 
rc-<.u(ts ( 1-J) for many clements m;cr a larp! :-oholon-cncrgy 
range simultaneously with the studies (4-7; ":"' the effect of 
arrO':'l<tlous scattering near the inner shell ed~. The status of 
the photon-ittom inelastic scattering calai:ution has not 
reached such a standard yet. The treatment ,·{ the photo-ion
iz.ation process in atoms using the relativist!: Hartree-Siater 
;ttomic model has given extensive results (S · ·i:•r aU clements 
""er a wide range of photon energies. Ho;..•:···er, there may 

_ (Traduit par Ia revue] 

monoenergetic photon beam of appropriate energy through 
thin, pure elemental samples fixed perpcmlicular to the photon 
beam. Although extensive cros~-section measurements by this 
method have been carried out and compiled at !he National 
l3urcau of Standards (NUS) in the U.S.A. (9-1 1), the method 
is still attractive and useful from the point of view of the high 
precision, which is dependent mainly on Jhc photon-counting 
geometry and slatisti~,;s. The purpose of the present work is to 
examine the behaviour of the total cross section near the 
absorption edges as ,the atomic number of the interacting atom 
is increased. The improved results from the recent computa
tional theories· of photon-atom interaction processes guide this 
analysis. 

2. Experimental method 
·o,,;J;'!c(f'\'isl' errors in the calculation ncar the inner <;1dl edges when -The cx·,;erimental arrangement used in our measurements is 

.shown'iil'Fig·. I. An improvement has been achieved by a high 
degree of colliJnation of the photon beam from the source to 
the dete('tor. The source was placed in 10 em deep conical 
bore in a lead block. The minimum thickness of the lead 

·· · -v,;~~'iSe 'photo-electron receives a small amount • .- :~nergy. In such 
2 ~ituation. in addition to the different :ct•:.:-nic processes 
in\'olvcd, the solid-slate effects may modif~ 11t:' cross-section 
~tructurc in the vici1iity of the shell edge·s. -~ 

!Lis easy to meaSure precisely the cros~-~ctio.!l_ structure 
~:tween successive at<'Jm~ in the periodic tari!"_'7t!!arthe_absorp
ti\'ll edges by observing the transmission -r' lJ very narrow 

'On leave from B. K.:Girl's College, llowarl: ·n,dia. 
'Guest researcher. 

:-~fld tn CanAdA. lmprln~ AU Csumd11 

--shielding at the side· and the back of the source was 2U em. 
Colliimttor·number I was a 23 em thick" iron block hay~ng a 
collimating bore of exit aperture of 0.4 em. The collifnatjon 
of the beam after the attenuation in the target foil was provided 
by collimators 2 and 3,_ which had a total thickness of 15 cin 
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FIG. 1 .. Experimental arrangement. S, source; A, attenuator; 0, dctcelllr. 

of iron. The collimators prevented photons scattered in the air 
and the shield materials from reaching the detector. The col
limators were mounted on a rigid bench of iron. These colli
mators could be moved so that measurements at two or more 
narrow beam geometries could be carried out after changes in 
the collimator apertures. In measurements carried out with the 
sample 20 em from the source, the solid angle of the colli
mating system between the attenuator and the detector was 3.8 
X 10 -o~ sr. In this geometry, the maximum angle of scattering 
from the attenuator to the detector was 0.3°. The detector, a 
2.5 em Nal (TI) scintillator, was shielded by 20 em of lead 
and was. coupled· to a conventional system of photomultiplier 
prtarnpiific·r;';frnir·:i Nuclear Data II 00 multichannel analyser. 

3. Materials and mcnsurcmcnts 
In the present work, the photon-atom interaction cross-sec

tion measurements have been made on a pyrolytic gmphitc 
s'pecimen an~ a single"crystar silicon specimen, for photon 
energies of 59.5, 662, 889, 1115, 1120, 1173, and 1332 KcV 
and on thin foil samples of rare-earth elements _in the atomic 
number rang~ Z = 41-70 and tantalum (Z = 13), gold (Z = 
79), and uranium (Z = 92) using photon beams 43 and 59.5 
KeV in _energy. Most of. the sample foils were supplied by 
Good Fellow Metals, Cambridge, 'England, within a purity 

range of99.9- 99.99%. Singlc-cry~tal ~ilkon specimens were 
obtained from the International l'mon of Crystallography X
ray attenuation project. It was ;;,;,~umcd that when a narrnw 
beam of photons passed through .s.n a~~e•'nbly of awms in a 
solid in the form of a thin foil, fonhc photon-atom interaction 
the Beer-Lambert law, I = / 11 c\p (- JL..,X), connecting rh~ 
incident beam·· intensity / 11 and the rransmilted intensity I 
through a foil of thickness X (g ·em- 2

), applied. I kre fLou wa~ 
the mass allenuation coefficient ddined by 1-1-.., == mV/A, whcrl· 
N is Avogadro's Nu.mber, A is tb: atomk weight of the atom 
in the foil sample, and cr is the r.f-..:>ton-atom cross section. 

Measure.m~n.ts_ were.- qm·icd o.c~t ut good geornt!lry. the 
arrangcmcn: !}~!ng''Onc' involvint: "' photon source, SliiTOUJlllc.l 
by appropriute·shiclding, and a l'<)llinwtnr lo confine the pho
tons into a narrow he am as it imrm:cd on the material sample. 
The detector was alsi> collimalt:d ~nd ~hiclded. The elemental 
foils, used as targets, were wry lhlil, satisfying rhe condition 
necessary for the Beer-Lilmhert Llw hlhnld. Under rhe steady
conditions of fhe detector system_ no Jrift of' the photopeak. , 
was detected over- at least 24 h Coumings were taken (or 2 
x I 03 s. Backgrc)und counts w:re observed with the so~i•rce 
and the allenuator in position and a 20 em long s!Oppcr placl'J 
in the beam behind the attenuarur and collimators 2 and 3. 
Background counts were also observed with the source i1bs~nt. 
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I·. I. Total photon allcnuali<lll cn•ss sections in hams per atom 
--

!· .; Photon Total cross section (b/atom) Percent 
Ekml'nt lhi(:i ~("'Co;S cncr~y dcvialion 

tZ) ,. (KeV) Theoretical Measured from theory 
--·-·--- ----

(•"' Ill :-= 59.5 3.507(0.63!!2) 3.4051 (0.00•1) 2.'J I 
II: "I C.ll2 l.:'iJ<Jtll.JO·I7) 1.5.HI(!Ul04) 0. 13 

H!W 1.3425(0.2<>!!3) 1.3417(1!.002) 0.0(1 
1115 1.202!!(0.2404) 1.191!2(0.004) 0 .. 1!! 
1120 1.200 I (0.2399) I. 2021 (0.004) 0.1(1 
117:1 1.1727(0.2:144) 1.1663(!l.004) OSi 
1332 1.091!9(0.2197) 1.091!5(0.002) 0.03 

1·1'' (l). ·; •.· 2(1(, 59.5 15.1757((1.356!!) 14.1!430(0.014) 2.19 
(If - 1117) (1(12 3.6041!(0.179 I) 3.6175(0.014) 0.35 

1!!!9 3.1409(0.1565) 3.1373(0.014) 0.12 
1115 2.8109(0.1402) 2.8157(0.009) 0.17 
1120 2.8046(0.1398) 2.8063(0.009) 0.06 
1173 2. 7400(0.1367) 2.7458(0.009) 0.21 
1332 2.5664(0.1280) 2.5686(0. 009) 0.09 

41 0.11 43 1579.35( 1.83)'' 1548.38(39.01) 1.96 
1630' 

59.5 63 U!3( 1.14) 7 33 .40( 14.96) 16.08 
630. 

42 O.Oi 43 1725.44(1.97)" 
1730. 

59.5 696.71( 1.20)" 
1oo• 

686.81(1.43) 1.42 

.J!! 0.0;:' 43 2786.21 (2.97)" 
2750. 

59.5 1140. 77( 1.58)" 
1200. 

!"242.13(3.92) 8.89 

49 0.11 . 43 2997.80(3.17)" 
3250' 

2767.97(53.36) 7.67 

59.5 1220.58(1.64)'' 
1333. 

1351.78(21. 73) 10.75 

M (1.11 i 43 1504.50(2.35)" 
1600' 

59.5" 3135.15(3.42)" 
3250. 

34.60.92(3.92) 10.39 

(1(, 0.0 i 43 1709.61!(2.56)''. 
1750 •. 

1495.86(7 .35) 12.51 

59.5 . 3466.98(3.75)" 
3500' 

6R O.Oi 43 1935.77(2. 78)" 
1900' 

59.5 3851.97(4.11)" 
375o• 

4031.59(3.89) 4.66 

70 0.11; 43 2181.26(3.02)" 
2170' 

2093. 78(0.29) 4.01 

59.5 917.88( I. 91!)" 
925. 

941.20(3.45) 2.54 

7.l O.(Yl[ 43 2587.99(3.42)" 2621.96(39.95) 1.3i 
2680. 

59.5 1089:41(2.15)" 1060.50( 15.02) 2.(J5 
1150'' 

79 O.ltn 254 43 3568. 78(4.39)" 
3600. 

3479.!! I( 142.87) 2.49 

59.5 1492.97(2.55)'' 1463.9!!(55.25) 1.94 
1600'' 

92 0.0::' 24 43 6607.28(3.97)" 
620o" 

59.5' 2807 .819(2.83)" 
25!!01

' 

2534.46(1.9!!) 9.74 

"Values-ohlaincd frn:r t.he lahulalions of llubbef eta/. ( 10) 
''Values ohlainctl fr<.,, the lahulalions or Schaupp ei a/. (12). Theurctical.cross-scclion values for lhe clcrnenls 

l .. _ 6 and l = 14 :u" coi'or:oincd frurn lhc labulatio(!S ~~r llubhcll <'/ a/. (I OJ 
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TAll I.E 2. Photo-electric cross sections (in ham~ per alom) of elc
Jilenlal absorbers ill .:13 and 59.5 K..:V pholon energies 

l'holon 
Element energy 

(Z) (KcV) 

41 43 
5Y.5 

42 43 
59.5 

48 43 
59.5 

49 43 
59.5 

64 43 
59.5 

6i:J 43 
59.5 

68 43 
59.5 

70 43 
59.5 

73 43 
59.5 

79 43 
59.5 

92 43 
59.5 

l'holo-elcclric cross secrion lbjaloJn) 

Thcorelical 

1513.27(1.51) 
5!!5.1 !!(0.59) 

lo56.0Y( 1.66) 
M7.92(().65) 

2694. 95(2.69) 
1077.70(!.08) 
2902.58(2. 90) 
1154.93(1.15) 
IJJ5. 93( 1.3.:1 l 
3022. 75(3.02) 
1528.35( 1.53) 
3346.72(3.35) 
1741.09( 1.74) 
3723.54(3:72) 
1972.51 (I. 97) 
780.85(0. 78) 

2357.62(2.36) 
939.13(0. 94) 

3291.56(3.29) 
1313.79(1.31) 
6215.72(0.22) 
2556.31 (0.07) 

14!CUtH39.02l 
6!!6. 75(14 .'J9) 

638.02\ 1.7-1) 

1179.06(4.09) 
2672.75!53.3!1) 
1286.13(21.761 

334!!.52(4.24) 
1314.53(7.82) 

3903.1.6(4.26) 
1885.03(2.31) 
804.17(3.9) 

2391.59(40.03) 
910.22(15.14) 

3202.59( 142. 90) 
1284.80(55.29) 

2282. 96(3.45) 

Pcrccnl 
dcvi;llion 

frori1 th..:ory 

2.(H 

17.35 

1.52 

9.40 
7.91 

11.35 

10.77 
13.99 

4.82 
4.43 
2:98 
1.44 
3.07 
2.70 
2.20 

10.69 

The difference between these two count rates of the back
ground was very small. The source cot!nt without the atten
uator in position was taken as the intensity of the incident 
beam. The mass attenuation coefficient was calculated from 
the supplied sample thickness and the transmission r.ttio. The 
mean value of the mass attenuation coefficient was calculated 
from the mensurements repeated at the snmc solid angle 
between the attenuator and the detector for each sample. For 
some samples, ·measurements were repeated by varying the 
solid angle of the collimating system between the allenuali>r 
:rnd the· detector to study and eliminate, by cxtJ:apolation, the 

.... effects of the geometry of the experimental arrangement qn the . 
· contribution of small-angle photon scallering. 

4. Experimental results 

The measured photon allenuation cross sections are given in 
Table I, the derived photon:ionization cross sections, in Table 
2. Most of the results are from measurements made at an atten
uator-to-detector sqlid angle of 3.8. x 10- 4

. sr. A few mea
surements have been ,-nade at a soliJ angle of 11.1 x w-o~ 
sr. In the energy region involved in our measurements, the 
photo-electric effect is the dominant cause of beam attenua
tion. The cross sections for photo-ionization were derived by 
subtracting theoretically calcul:lted values of el<!stic ami .ine
lastic scallcring cross sections from the measured photon aticn
uation crosb' sections. 

The effect of small-angle scattering of the photon on the 
measured :tllenualion coefficient is not obs.erved in t-he geom
etry employed. Error due Jo multiply scattered phot!ms from 
the all!!nuator was minimized by very narrow collimati<m--of 
the transmi1ted beam of photons and measuring transmission 
for ·very thin smnplc foils. · 

5. Discussion 

The theoretical estimates of cross sections for both elastic 
and inelastic scallering processes are based on the very: recent-
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work of s~;...aupp t't a/. ( 12). Cromer- Mann ;md II ubi!!! •:al
culations 1 ::) 1 using Ltgrangian iruerpolation tedwiqut:s \\·her
ever nccc~.;.lf)'. _Suhtracliun of II test: .:onlrihutions front the 

. measured -f<1o.."lWn imeraction cmss section~ gives the photo·· 
ionization .::-o~s~scctions. The S)nrctures ~~r photo-iil!lization 
cross s~ct;'·os at rhc ph<llon energies of -n and .'i<J.5 KeY 
around the.\ edge~ of ,,.,Nd (/:"" '- ·13.57 KeV) ;md .,.,Th (/:"._ 
= 5<J.39 f:.:VJ arc ~hown in Fig~. 2 and 3, where the me;r~urt:d. 
ei·oss scctt<!n.S (labelled as ·"estimated") are pi oiled tngcthcr 
with ScofidJ's predictions (8). The K-edge energies (/!"1J arc 
those reponaJ in KarJ1an Sciences Corporation Report KN-71-
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4.\•I.<RJ ( IJ). TIJe cross-section behaviour around the Kedges 
~as been found to be as predicted in theory. 

The work presented in this paper is partly related to and has 
been encouraged by the Iritemational Union of Crystallography 
! I UCr) X-ray altcnuation pn)jecl, which was initiated to resolve 
the problems associated with the measurement of the total 
attenuation cross sections in the X-ray and low-energy gamma
ray region. The first report on the IUCr project indicated some 
problems concerning photo-effect attenuation cross sections 
below 100 KeY, and indicated that there has been no rational 
basis for preferring any one of many calculations on photo
effect cross sections (e.g., Scofield (8): Hartree-Slater and 
Hartree-fock models: Cromer and Liberman (4); Storm and 
Israel ( 16); and the Dirac-Slater and Hartree-Fock-Siater 
models). Determination of the elastic (atomic Rayleigh) scat· 
tcring and inelastic (atomic Compton) scattering, which also 
contribute significantly to the total photon atlcnuation study 
ncar, resonant atomic states have also been improved ( 12) for 
higher photon energies. The problem arising from Laue-Bragg 
scattering and thennal diffuse scattering at energies of interest 

.1. in the present work can be ignored. Consequently, we assume 
-' that the total photon attenuation cross section Qf an atom is 

due to the sum of the contributions of inelastic (Compton) 
scattering,. elastic (Rayleigh) scattering, and the photo-effect 
processes, and this method of summation of individual 

·photon-atom interaction cross sections applies to the present 
case where elemental sample materials in the form of thin foils 
have been used. Narrow-beam attenuation experiments ·using 
such technique for each photon energy and absorber foil thick
ne.~s. restricted to a upper limit by the Ucer-Lambert law, 
have been carried out. 

Some of the absorber clements chosen for this experiment 
lu1ve K edges in the vicinity of photon energies of 59.5 nnd 
43 KeY. tilling in the gaps in the previous measurements of 
other workers. The present silicon measurement in the region 
from 59.5 to 1332 KeV has filled some gaps in the lower 
energy region. The comparison with Scofield's photo-effect 

· calculations has shown some deviations from the present 
measuren1ents. · 

The. present work includes new data on six elements· at pho
ton energieS of 59.5 and 43 KeY. The recommendations for 

~such precise measurements of the total allertuation cross sec:..-

lions arc made in the assess men I of Yicgcle era/. ( 13). Creagh 
and Hubbell (14), and Saloman and Hubbell (15) in view of 
uncertainties in the earlier measurements as well as indistin
guishability among more recent refined model calculations (7). 
The measurement on uranium (Z = 92) with 43 KeY gamma 
rays from 241 Am suffers from a deficiency arising from only 
0.1% phor.on intensity. 
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Results for the atomic elastic scattering of photons of 59.54 keY lying in the vicinity of K
absorption edges of rare earths (68Er and 70 Yb) are presented. An assessment of all existing experi
mental results published in the last few years ·has been made in terms of some of the most important 
calculations· on photon-bound-electron collisions as a function of photon energy and momentum 
transfer that have b~en developed in the 1980s .. The analysis presents the trend of behavior of the 
theoretical cross section as the incident photon energy crosses the K-shell photoionization thresh
olds of the scattering atomic system. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The elastic scattering of photons in the x-ray.and low-
-Lenergy y-ray regions by atomic bound electrons in the vi

·cinity of atomic ·Kedges has·been-investigated in recent 
years. In the energy region below 100 keV the scattering 
by bound electrons near the edges has been in a state of 
uncertainty due to problems· arising from experirpental 
techniques as well as theoretical methods. New calcula
tions of dispersion corrections 1- 4 to scattering cross sec
tions near K edges made by a number of authors have en
couraged new experimental studies on elastic photon 
scattering in 'the energy region below 100 keV. This pa
per includes new results for elastic photon scattering on a 
number of new elements with their Kedges near the pho
ton energy 59.54 keV and a critical analysis of similar ex
perimental data published by other groups during the last 
few years. · ' 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

[:: Photon-atom ela~tic· scattering by atomic bound ele~-: 
~trons, known as Rayleigh scattering, is expressed in the 

simpler atomic form factor approach by writing the 
differential cross section in the form 

where duT !d!l=fr50 +cos20),. aR represents the 
photon-bound electron . total scattering cross section, 
r0 =e 2 /mc2

, the classical electron radius, 0 is the scatter
ing angle, q=mcq'=2(1i(l)/c)sin012.1i(l) is the incident 
photon energy, and q' is the change in photon momen
tum for the scattering process (i.e., momentum 
transferreq to· the atom by the scattering). The atomic 
form factor f(q) for a spherically symmetric atom is 

-given by 

j(q)~41T J "'p(r) sitq;l.~-24r 
. o . qr . 

" where ·p( r) is the charge number density sat~sfying the 

condition 

41T J. ""p(r)r 2dr = 1 
0 . 

If the elastic scattering is due to a photon of energy very 
close to the atomic energy level, photon-resonant scatter
ing wiU occur. The scattering power of the atom 
represented. by j(q) has to be modified J>y two correction 
terms, one arising_ from the proximity of the inCident 
photon energy to the binding energy. of the· bound elec
tron scattering the photon, and the second one represent
ing absorption due to damping of the incident photon in 
the vicinity of the resonance level. With these two 
co.rrection terms the _true atomic scattering factor is writ
ten as 

frrue=f(q)+J'+iJ", 

where /(q) is the atomic scattering factor far from any 
resonant bound electron energy level. f' is a real number 
representing the dispersion effect in scattering near the 
resonantlevel and if'' is an imaginary number represent
ing the absorptive part of the dispersion effect in elastic 
scattering near a resonant state of the bound scattering 
electron. · 

III. WORK ON DISPERSION EFFECTS 
IN ELASTIC PHOTON SCATIERING 

The initial work in the x,.ray regime has been summa
rized by Compton and Allison in their book5 which was 
extended to include the work of Honl.6 In the extension 
of Honl's work, the real and imaginary parts of the 
dispersion correction (denoted by f' and f") were pre
dicted to depend on the photon frequency and momen
tum transfer as the fo11owing: 

ftrue((JJ,q )= f((l),q)+ J'(w,q)+if"(w,q). 
. -
However,_ the momentum fransfer dependence had. not 
been tested experimentally and mar~ recent theoretical 
treatments do not support the predictions of Wagenfeld, 7 

that f' and f" are dependent on the mom.entum transfer. 
The determination of the dispersion corrections for the 
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~ ' 
case \vith q~O- is based on the folldwing relationships ob-
tained in the dipole approximation: · 

12 ( I) 
" - (<) I - 1 J "' (j) u Plr (j) I f --4--op~r(l<J), 1- 2 p 2 2 d{J), 

1Troc · 2rr r 0c wk w -w' 

where o Plr ((<J) is the photoelectric cross section, {J) is the 
photon angular frequency, w' is the angular frequency 
corresponding to the bound electron atomic level, c is the 
wlol'ity of light, and P refers to t.hc principal value of the 
integraL 

The relativistic calculation of dispersion correCtions f' 
and /", based on the Dirac-Slater model calculation of 
photoelectric cross sections, were found by experiments 
to be inadequate. ·Cromer and Liberman, 1- 3 however, 

·have ·published· improved calculations ·based on the 
Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater (DHFS) model. 

The scattering matrix formalism of Brown and 
Meyers8 and Kissel, Pratt, and Rol using the DHFS 
model have provided extensive numerical calculations of 
whole-atom photon-bound-electron elastic scattering 
cross sections and also have given two schemes for apply
ing dispersion corrections j'(w,O) and j' 1(w,O) at scatter
ing angles with nonzero moinentum transfer (q:#:O).' The 
method for applying j'(w,O) and j' 1(w,O) at higher 
scattering angles (q:#:Q) has not been tested. The present 
paper will test the predictions of Kissel and Pratt as well 
as very recent results of dispersion corrections4 .for an as
sessment in terms of recent experiments done over the 
last few years. 

IV. PRESEN:TAND OTHER RECENTEXPERIM~NTs 

. A. sensitive intrinsic germanium detector (crystal 
specifications: 100-mm2 active ·area, 7~mm tftickness, 3.5-

~ 111111 distan~e from detector to crystal window face) has 
been used for precision measurements of the photon-atom 
interaction replacing· the· previous Nal detector system 
h~cause the resolution of the present detector system has 
been improved to 176 eV [full width at half maximum 
<FWHM)] for a photon energy of 5.89' keY .. These im
provements helped carry out measurements with an accu
racy at the level of 5%. The experiments were carried. 
out using a 10-mCi 241 Am source which emits r rays with 

·an energy of 59.54 ke V. With this source a very accurate 
determination of the. number of elastically scattered pho
tons is possible, as these are well separated in th~ scat
tered spectrum from the component of inelastically scat
ten;d photons. The 241 Am source was placed in a lead 
shield housing of an adequate thickness permissjble by 

-the geometry at each: angle in order· to rfiinimize- the 
backgro·und reading. The housing has a conical bore 
with a .length of 30 em and .a diameter of -2 em as sliown 
in Eig. l. The angle of scattering (0) and the angle (1/1) be
tween the direction of incident beam and the scatterer 
were measured very carefully and accurately each time by 
telescopic arrangement. Each setting was checked to ad
just the source, the'scatteter, and the detector fn the same 

.. hqri~o~t.al_ plane. . Backgroung -~eading . (without the 
scatterer at the scatterer holder) was always takcm before 
and after each measurement. The average background 

~" ...... >.," 

HV 

0 IOcm . ......__, 

MCA 

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement. 
S, source; T, target; D, detector; HV, high vollage; PAD, pulse 
amplitude discriminator; ADC, analog-to-digital converter; 
MCA; multichannel analyzer. . 

result was subtracted from the reading obtained with the 
scatterer at the position of the scatterer holder. The posi
tion of the particular channels in the multichannel 
analy~er (MCA) in which the coherent component peak 
appeared was tested before. and after the experiment to · 
check- for any channel shift. The distance (r1) between 
the source and the scatterer and the distance (r2 ) between 
the scatterer and the detector were always kept equal. 
Simultaneously, the relation between 0 and 1/1 was always 
.,P=0/2. These two· adjustment were done to satisfy the 
condition 

_r_1 _ simp 
sin(0-1/1) 

The target foils used have the following dimensions . 

Area (cm2) Thickness (em) Target atom ., 

Mo 25 o;ot . )' 
., 

Cd 25 0.005 
Sn 19.63 0.01 
Er 25 0.01 
Yb 25 0.01 
Ta 19.63 0.001 

Measurements were made using an NO 1100 mul
tichannel analyzer system coupled to a Ge-detector head . 
at a conversion gain of 1024 with 512 channels and a_: 
spectrum storage time in the range 4- 100 ks. At a large := 
scattering angle 0, the expression for the differential elas- 'I 
tic scattering cross section can be shown to be . 1 

du 4rrN5 sinOdr~ -= G((J) (I) 
dfl. N 8110 €Ad 

;-here-N81 is the number of scattering atofns in the target,'' 
Ns is the number of scattered photons per second {scat- ~ 
tered into the infinitesimal solid angle dfl), 10 is the nuin- · 
ber of monoenergetic photons that the source emits- per-~ 
second, Ad is the area of the detector, and G ( (}) is the} 
geometrical correction factor (obtained ·from ·kahane,f 
Bar-Noy,'and More~ 10

). For reJection geometry 'J .. 
·~ 

-~ 
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FIG. 2. Plot of (du<l!dO)J(duT Jdfi) against momentum transfer q in units of me (a) for Z =42, {b) for Z =50, (c) for Z :;;,73, and 
ror Z=82. The theoretical S-matrix predictions are plotted with the solid line and the experimental data points are shown by the 

· under the refere'nces as listed. · 
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FIG. 3. Plot of (dcr ... '!dn>!(do'T !dfi) aganst momentum transfer q in units of me (a) for Z =48 aJld Z "=68, (b) for Z =42 and 
Z =70, and (c) for Z =SO and Z =73. The theoretical S-matrix predictions are plotted with the solid line and the values obtained by 
using relativistic form factor correc.ted ~y ·anomalous dispersio~ terms of Creagh and McAuley are plotted with the.dashed line •. The 
experimental data poiltls are shown.by the symbols·under the references as listed. · 
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I' (em -I) is the attenuation coefficient of the 
~~tter~~r atom for incident photons and- t (em) is the 
•thil:kness of the scatterer. An auxiliary exPeriment was 

out to determine the direct photon beam counts 
·the intrinsic Ge detectm at a. large distance -8. 

direct photon beam count N~ is used_in the formula 
ecting the sour~e strength !!nd the detector parame-

, ter expressed as 

1.10 

' I~ 

4o 

- Io 
Noe=--2 AdE. 

-'1TR 

003 0.06 

3 

2 

0.09 012 o.ts 
q lmc) 

(c) 

o.2 o . .c. o.6 
Q (me) 

(2) 

(a) 

0-18 0.21 

When the result is compared with formula (1), the prod
uct I 0E Ad is eliminated. In this way the determination of 
the efficiency (E), source strength (/ 0), and the detector 
area (Ad) W'!S avoided. · 

Such high-resolution photon-atom scattering work in 
similar scattc:ring geometry carried out durin~ the last 
few years includes the work of Schumacher, 1 Smend, 
Schumacher,; and Borchert, 12 Schumacher· and Stoff
regen,l3 Prasad et a/., 14 Ramanathan, Kennett, and 
Prestwich,15 de Barros et a/., 16 Eichler and de Barros, 11 

and Bradley and Ghose. 18 Bradley and Ghose, however, 

.1\l 

1 (b) 

.10 . 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 '------'----~-----~ 
o.o 0.2 0-4 

q (mel 
0.6 

5Qr-----------------------------------~ 

(d) 

z.s 

o~--~~--~~--~----~~~===---~_J 
o.o3 o.o6 o.o9 0-12 o.1s 0-18 

Qlmc) 

FIG. 4. D~viation 8 of the experi~-ental cross s.ections in units of·du T /d!l from the corresponding theoretical values plotted 
against q in units of me (a) for Z =82 with E/E" =0.675, (b) for Z =82 with EIE~r. =3.17, (c) for Z =82 with EIE~r. =4.679, (d) for 
Z =73 withE /Ek =0.883, and (e) for Z =50 with £lEk = 11.78. 
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used scatterers in the shape of a surface of revolu
about the source-detector axis. · Lestone et a/. 19 have 

rWtnrnnPrl elastic scattering measurements at angles be-
20 and 45° using a polyenergetic r-ray source con

ng 152Eu and 154Eu. At the small angles used in this 
ligation the elastic scattering peak and Compton 
overlap. The relative intensities of elastic. and 

scattering of a photon at an angle were there-
extracted using a least-squares method based upon 

lly measured Compton and elastic line 
Absolute elastic scattering cross sections were 
using theoretical Compton cross sections for 

carbon (by normalizing to the theoretical" carbon Comp
cross section at 7"). 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For the analysis intended in this paper, we have 
. presented the cross-section results from the set of com
plete measurements ·performed at a photon energy of 

· .59.54 keY and have also included the experimental data 
·of .several other groups who have used high-resolution 
detection systems for other energi~ . and . scaiterers: 
Schumacherll for 411.8 keV, Smend, Schumacher, and 
Borchert 12 for 280 keY, Ramanathan, Kennett, and 

-·-··-.:.Theory Kiesel Prall 
·---Theory NRFF , 
----··Theory MFF 
. t.Expt. Present Work(1988)59-! · 

keV + -..: Ramanathan e1 al 119'191 
244·1 keV 

.3.«.3 kcv · 

o.o2 o.04 o.06 o.oa Q.IQ 

q(unlls of mel 

i;' FIG. 6. Plot of (da'1ldfi)!(daT/dfi) against momentum 
~- transfer q in units of me for Z =73. Theoretical predictions: 
· nonrelativistic form facto.r (solid line), modified form factor 
;_ (dashed line), and numerical Kissel-Pratt (dash-dotted line). Ex
t..: perimental points: S9.S keV, Present .Work (1988); 244.7 keV 
' and 344.3 keV, Ramanathan, Kennett, and Prestwi~h (Ref. IS). 

Prestwich 15 for 244.7, 344.3, and 443.9 keV, de Barros 
et a/. 16 for 145 keY, Eichler and de Barros17 for 59.5 keV, 
Bradley and Ghose 18 for 280 keV, and J. P. Lestone 
et al. 19 for 344 keV. The cross-section data obtained 
from these experiments are compared with those predict
ed by theory in Figs. 2 and 3. The error bars on the data 
points include both systematic and statistical errors. In 
these graphs, the cross-section values have been ex
pressed in units of Thomson cross section per electron 
and plotted as a function of the momentum transfer q in 
units of me. The examination of the cross section as a 
function of momentum transfer allowed the experimental 
data of other groups on common targets to be considered 
even though the photon energies employed and the range 
of scattering angles investigated were different. 

Some of the theoretical calculations (Kissel and co
workers, 9•2° Cromer and Liberman, I-3 Wagenfeld/ and 
the most recent calculatiqns of dispersion corrections by . 
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FIG. 7. Deviation ll of~experimental (da·'1!dfil/(da~'!d1ll 
from the corresponding theor.etical values plotted. against q hi 
units of,mc. The solid li11e denotes from n01irelativistic form 
factor, the dashed line denotes from modified form factor, and 
the dash-dotted line denotes from numerical Kissel-Prall 
theory. 
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Creagh and McAuley4
) include the corrections for the 

dispersion effect in photon-bound electron scattering. In: 
Figs. 2 and 3 we have used only two theoretical models' 
for comparison: the numerical S-matrix calculations of 
Kane et a/.21 and the relativistic form-factor calculations 
corrected for forward angle dispersion terms obtained 
from the calculations of Creagh and McAuley.4 The 
computations of Kane et al. (referred to as the S-matrix 
formalism) are based on the exact numerical partial-wave 
method with the independent electron model. The 
simpler forn1-factor computation utilizes the atomic form 
factors obtained from the tabulations of Hubbell and 
Overbo22 and the real and imaginary parts of dispersion 
corrections (/' and /") as derived by Creagh and McAu-
lcy4 based on attenuation measure'inents. · . 

The dependence of the deviation [) of the experimental 
cross section from the corresponding theoretical value 
(both expressed in units of the Thomson cross section per 
electron) on the momentum· transfer q (in me units) is 
shown in Fig. 4 for each of the several E I Ek (the ratio of 
the incident photon energy to the tiuget K-edge energy) 
values. In Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), on the other hand, values 
have been plotted against E /E._ for the scattering angles 
20· and 150", respectively. In the S versus q graphs, how
ever, we have not included all the cross-sec~ion result~ of 
measurements mentioned earlier. With a view to examin
ing the data points with reference; to the respective E /Ek 
values in the different regions of the q distribution we 
have chosen the experimental data from the results of 
measurements by various groups corresponding to a few 
representative q values from different regions. No at
tempt has been made to eliminate anomalous data sets. 
. We have further examined the simpler form-factor 
theories for the description of the elastic (Rayleigh) 
scattering of photons by the low-, medium-, and high-Z 
atoms by using (i) the calculations· of Hubbell et. a/. 13 

based on nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock wave functions 
and (ii) the calculations or Schaupp ei a/;24 base<l on :rela-· 
tivistic Dirac-Hartree-Fock-Slater wave functions. We 
find that for low- and medium-Z atoms and.in the high-q 
range the distribution of da !dfi is in good agreement 
with the nonrelativistic and modified form-factor results 
which are nearly the same as the results of numerical 
Kissel-Pratt calculations. But for scattering by high-Z 

·on leave from B. K. Girls' College, Howrah, West Bengal, In-
dia. . 

1D. T. Crom·er and· D. Liberman, J. Chern. Phys. 53, 1891 
(1970):-

20. T. Cromer and D. Liberman, Acta Crystallogr. Sect. A 37, 
267 (1981). . • 

3D. T. Cromer an~~D. Liberman .. J. Appl. CrystaUog~. !6, 437 
(1983). 

~D. c, Creagh and W. J: McAuley, International T~bles for 
Crystallog~raphy (Kynoch, Birmingham, in press), Yol. C 4.2.6. 

sx. Compton and X. Allison, X-rays in Theory and Experiment 
(Van Nos~rand, New York, 1935). 

6H. Honl, Ann. Phys. (Leipzig) 18,42 (1933). . 
711 .. Wagenfeld, .Anomalous Scalltering, edited by :g_ Rama-

atoms in the high-q region, the experimental results agree 
with the Kissel-Pratt predictions and differ considerably _ 
from both nonrelativistic and modified form-factor : 
theories. The situation with respect to the two form· 
factor theories and the Kissel-Pratt predictions in the 
low-q range for Z =73 is displayed in Figs. 6 and 7. · 

An examination of the graphs reveals the following 
general trends. ., 1 

(i) For incident 'photon energies above the K edges of : 
target atoms (E IE k > 1 ), theoretical predictions in 
different formalism appear to be in close agreement. The 
experimental results included in this analysis are general· 
ly in accord with theory. 

(ii) At photon energies with E /Ek greater than 1 and 
in the momentum transfer range beyond q =0.1 the data 
points show better agreement with the various predic
tions of theory. 

(iii) The experimental data exhibit larger deviations 
from theory for E I Ek less than 1 and at momentum 
transfer q below 0.1. 

(iv) The points with E /Ek greater than 1 and at 
ward scattering angles agree reasonably well with ..... u.,, .• 

~ Significant deviations from theory seem to occur at 
·! ~ard scattering angles, particuhirly forE /Ek less than 

(v) At photon energies very nearly equal to the K 
energy (i.e., E /Ek ~ 1) experimental data are ""'."""""• 
Elastic scattering measurements on 68Er (Ek =57.49 
using 59.54-keV photons at angles of 60"-150" 
that the cross-section results were 5-15% lower than 
S-matrix predictions over the whole range of 
angles. Kane et a/.25 have reported measurements 

82Pb (Ek =88.001 keV) with 88.03-keV photons at the 
gle 125". They obtained a cross-section value which 
about 40% larger than the value predicted by ~-J.ucuu 
calculations. . 

We plan to examine the behavior of photon ~if1rAo-... nti•l 

cross section on the vicinity of threshold energy 
- in medium- and high-Z elements in future work. 
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